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Overview

• TC-SPC	technique/idea
• Time	scales,	where	we	can	use	it,	where	not
• Light	emission,	fluorescence,	quenching
• Sensitivity,	StNR,	time	resolution,	PMT	transit	
• Use	in	plasma-physics	and	synchronization
• Selected	examples	for	gas	discharge	
quantitative	spectroscopy	



TC-SPC	technique
SYNC-Signal:
• represents shape of 

the full light pulse
• giving a time 

reference
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Delay

single photon 
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MAIN-Signal:
• random single photons
• spatially resolved
• spectrally resolved

micro-discharge

first counted photon

time

relative
time information

• triggering possible on stochastically appearing events
in time as the time reference is set on the discharge
itself >>> cross-correlation spectroscopy



TC-SPC	basics

Becker	2006	Advanced	TCSPC	techniques

Instead of having problems with slow 
analogue PMT signal … 
TC-SPC obtains light intensity by 
counting pulses as a digital units in 
subsequent time channels:
§ free of gain noise of PMT
§ free of electronic noise of accidental 

signals to PMT
§ high signal-to-noise ratio 

(to PMT background counting rate)
§ higher time-resolution 

(Transit Time Spread << Single 
Photoelectron Response/Transit time)
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Classic Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting 

Single-Photon Detection 
Photon counting techniques consider the detector signal a random sequence of pulses corre-
sponding the detection of the individual photons. Fig. 102, left shows the output pulses of a 
R5900 PMT for a photon detection rate of 107 photons per second. The figure left shows the 
pulses at a time scale of 1 ns per division. The same signal of the same PMT at a time scale of 
100 ns is shown right. 

           

Fig. 102: Single-photon pulses delivered by a R5900 PMT (left, 1 ns / div) and output signal of the PMT at a 
photon detection rate of 107 s-1 (right, 100 ns / div). Operating voltage -900V, signal line terminated with 50 Ω. 

The individual single-photon pulses have a duration of less than 2 ns. Therefore, the detector 
signal is a random sequence of single-photon pulses rather than a continuous waveform (Fig. 
102, right). The light intensity is represented by the density of the pulses, not by their ampli-
tude. Obviously, the intensity of the light signal is obtained best by counting the pulses in sub-
sequent time channels. 

Photon counting has a number of advantages over analog recording techniques. Fig. 102, left, 
shows that the single photon pulses have a considerable amplitude jitter. The amplitude jitter 
- or ‘gain noise’ - is a result of the random amplification process in the PMT. It is present in 
all high-gain detectors. In analog techniques the gain noise contributes to the noise of the 
measurement. Photon counting results are free of gain noise. Also electronic noise does not 
contribute to the result as long as its amplitude is smaller than that of the photon pulses. Pho-
ton counting techniques therefore obtain a shot-noise-limited signal-to noise ratio down to the 
background count rate of the detector. 

Another unique feature of photon counting results from the fact that the arrival time of a pho-
ton pulse can be determined with high precision. The bandwidth of a photon counting experi-
ment is limited only by the transit time spread of the pulses in the detector, not by the width of 
the pulses. The transit-time distribution is usually an order of magnitude narrower than the 
width of the single-photon pulses. For the same detector, photon counting therefore obtains a 
significantly higher time-resolution than any analog recording technique. This feature is more 
or less inherent to all photon counting techniques, but is found in extreme form in time-
correlated single photon counting, or TCSPC. 

Principle of Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting 
Time-correlated single photon counting, or TCSPC, is based on the detection of single pho-
tons of a periodic light signal, the measurement of the detection times, and the reconstruction 
of the waveform from the individual time measurements [84, 561, 806]. TCSPC makes use of 
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the fact that for low-level, high-repetition rate signals the light intensity is usually low enough 
that the probability to detect more than one photon in one signal period is negligible. The 
situation is illustrated in Fig. 103. 
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Fig. 103: Detector signal for fluorescence detection at a pulse repetition rate of 80 MHz 

Fluorescence of a sample is excited by a laser of 80 MHz pulse repetition rate (a). The ex-
pected fluorescence waveform is (b). However, the detector signal measured by an oscillo-
scope has no similarity with the expected fluorescence waveform. Instead, it consists of a few 
pulses randomly spread over the time axis (c). The pulses represent the detection of single 
photons of the fluorescence signal. Please note that the photon detection rate of (c) is about 
107 s-1, which is on the order of the maximum possible detection rate of most photon counting 
detectors. Thus, the fluorescence waveform (c) has to be considered a probability distribution 
of the photons, not anything like a signal waveform. Moreover, Fig. 103 shows clearly that the 
detection of a photon in a particular signal period is a relatively unlikely event. The detection 
of several photons in one signal period is even less likely. TCSPC therefore neglects the de-
tection of several photons per signal period. The principle is shown in Fig. 104. 

As shown above in Fig. 103, the detector sig-
nal consists of a train of randomly distributed 
pulses corresponding to the detection of the 
individual photons. There are many signal 
periods without photons, other signal periods 
contain one photon pulse. 

When a photon is detected, the arrival time of 
the corresponding detector pulse in the signal 
period is measured. The events are collected 
in a memory by adding a ‘1’ in a memory 
location with an address proportional to the 
detection time. After many signal periods a 
large number of photons has been detected, 
and  the distribution of the photons over the 
time in the signal period builds up. The result 
represents the ‘waveform’ of the optical 
pulse. (Please note that there is actually no 
such waveform, only a distribution of the pho-
ton probability, see Fig. 103.) 

Although this principle looks complicated at 
first glance, it has a number of intriguing fea-
tures. 
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Fig. 104: Principle of TCSPC 



TC-SPC	solves:

• Problems	of	triggering/synchro – recording	of	
irregular	emission	events

• Problems	of	time	resolution	– no	limitation	by	
transit	times	or	SER	of	detectors

• Problems	of	sensitivity	– statistical	principles	
behind	the	accumulative	recordings



Convolution	->	cross-correlation
wiki
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patrné z rovnice 3.1. Na druhou stranu, s rostoućım počtem detekovaných foton̊u roste

poměr signálu k šumu, k pozad́ı. Pro TC-SPC plat́ı:

SNR =
p

N (3.2)

Počet detekovaných foton̊u N během akumulačńıho času takum je veličina, která je

př́ımo úměrná měřené světelné intenzitě mikrovýboje. Intenzita I popisuje pr̊uměrnou,

zářeńım přenesenou energii na plochu a čas (s jednotkou Wm�2). Jeden foton má energii

danou h⌫, pro intenzitu plat́ı:

I =
N

takum

hc

�

1

A
(3.3)

kde h je Planckova konstanta, c rychlost světla a A plocha, ze které jsou fotony sńımány,

tedy např. plocha štěrbiny.

3.3.1 Matematický popis

Výšeuvedený popis CCS měřeńı vycháźı z následuj́ıćıch matematických základ̊u [118,

119, 120]. Princip CCS je měřeńı cross-correlation funkce (dále jen korelace) dvou

funkćı f(t) a g(t). Korelace je definována následuj́ıćım vztahem:

(f ? g)(t) def= f(�t) ⇤ g(t) (3.4)

kde relace f(�t) ⇤ g(t) znač́ı konvoluci a funkce f(�t) je komplexně sdružená k f(�t).

Protože konvoluce je definována následovně:

(f ⇤ g)(⌧) def=
Z 1

�1
f(t)g(⌧ � t)dt (3.5)

pro korelaci po úpravách plat́ı definice:

(f ? g)(⌧) def=
Z 1

�1
f(t)g(⌧ + t)dt (3.6)

V př́ıpadě diskrétńıch funkćı a reálných č́ısel, což je př́ıpad CCS jako digitálńıho měřeńı

(viz. obr. 3.6), pak plat́ı následuj́ıćı definice (pro názornost a přehlednost reprezentuj́ı

čas stále tytéž symboly t a ⌧):

(f ? g)(⌧) def=
1X

t=�1
f(t)g(⌧ + t) (3.7)

Funkce f(t) a g(⌧ + t) zde reprezentuj́ı výšeuvedené dva signály. Hlavńı, prostorově

a spektrálně rozlǐsený signál (detekce jednoho fotonu) - funkce f(t) a referenčńı (syn-

chronizačńı) signál - funkce g(⌧ + t). V př́ıpadě, že jedna z funkćı je sudá, je rozd́ıl
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Relevant	integral	transformations:

wiki



Different	time	scales	and	appropriate	
light	detection	techniques
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Fig. 11.102. Principle of lifetime. Measurements with a gated
integrator and a sample and hold circuit

The time-dependent population of the excited level is
obtained from

dNi

dt
= +Nk BkiwL − Ni(Ai + Ri + BikwL) ,

(11.145)

where the depopulation by induced emission has been
included. The energy density wL of the radiation is
related to its intensity by IL = c ·wL(t).

Inserting (11.139) and (11.144) into (11.145) gives
the fluorescence power

PFl = Ni Aihν (11.146)

= b

[
1+ asin(Ωt +ϕ)

[
1+ (Ωτeff)2

]1/2

]
cos2 ωikt ,

where the constant b∝ N0σ0i ILV depends on the den-
sity N0 of molecules in the absorbing level ⟨0|, the
absorption cross section σ0i , the laser intensity IL and
the excitation volume V , seen by the fluorescence
detector.

Equation (11.146) shows that the emitted fluore-
scence is modulated at the same frequency Ω as the
exciting laser radiation but has a phase shift ϕ that is
related to the lifetime τ by

tan ϕ = ωτ . (11.147)

The mathematically equivalent problem is represented
by the electronic circuit in Fig. 11.104b, where an ac
input voltage U0 · cos Ωt generates an output voltage
U · cos(Ωt −ϕ). The output voltage has the same ma-
thematical form as the fluorescence intensity if one
substitutes the mean lifetime τ by the time constant RC
with R = R1 R2/(R1 + R2) and the laser intensity I(t)
by the input current I(t) = (U0 −U)/R1.

With a cw mode-locked laser, pulse widths of a few
picoseconds can be achieved with repetition rates of
several MHz. The energy of each pulse is small, in par-
ticular, if optical frequency doubling has to be used in
order to obtain wavelengths in the UV region. There-
fore only a few molecules are excited per pulse and the
detection probability for a fluorescence photon per exci-
tation pulse is small compared to one. In such a case the
single photon counting technique, shown in Fig. 11.103,
is preferable. The photomultiplier detects single fluore-
scence photons, which produce electric output pulses
that are amplified and fed into a time-to-amplitude
converter. This device generates a fast voltage ramp
U(t) = U0(t − t0) that is started by the excitation pulse
at time t0 and stopped by the fluorescence pulse at time
t = t1. The output voltage U(t1) = U0(t1 − t0) is formed
into a pulse with amplitude U(t1), which is stored in
a multichannel analyzer where the different pulses are
sorted into different channels according to their am-
plitude. Each channel corresponds to a definite time
difference ∆t = t1 − t0. The number of pulses stored in
channel n is proportional to the fluorescence intensity
at time tn , because the probability P(t)∆t that a fluore-
scence photon from a single atom is emitted during the
time interval from t to t +∆t,

P(t)∆t = I(t)∆t/

∞∫

0

I(t) dt (11.148)

= Nph(t)∆t/

⎡

⎣
∞∫

0

Nph(t) dt

⎤

⎦

is proportional to the number of fluorescence photons
emitted in the same time interval by many atoms that
have all been excited at the same time. The amplitude
distribution of the pulses in the multichannel analyzer

N(U)∆U = ae−t/τeff (11.149)

directly gives the decay curve of the excited molecules.

Gated	cameras:
• Time	resolution	from	seconds	to	

usually	2ns	(new	models	down	to	200	
or	even	50ps)

• Almost	impossible	to	synchronize	to	
time-irregular	emission	events	
(random	shot	is	the	time	consuming	
solution)

• Sensitivity	of	the	recording	is	given	by	
the	StNR of	given	device.	Usually	the	
noise	increases	linearly	with	number	
of	accumulation	cycles.	Weak	signals	
are	not	easy	to	record.



Different	time	scales	and	appropriate	
light	detection	techniques

Start-stop	TCSPC:
• Time	resolution	from	hundreds	of	

nanoseconds	to	10ps
• Possible	to	synchronize	to	time-

irregular	emission	events	with	the	
same	high	resolution	in	time

• Sensitivity	of	the	recording	is	given	by	
the	StNR of	given	synchronization	
arrangement.	Poisson	statistics	is	the	
limiting	mechanism.

• Limited	for	high-frequency	repetition	
emission	events.	Limited	by	the	speed	
of	electronics	of	the	counter	dealing	
with	high-frequency	input.
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Fig. 11.103a,b. Phase-shift method for measuring lifetimes of excited atomic or molecular levels. (a) Experimental arrangement
and (b) equivalent electric network

Fig. 11.104. Schematic diagram for lifetime measurements
using single photon counting with a time-to-pulse height
converter and a multichannel analyzer

The technique is called single photon counting with
delayed coincidence, because for each exciting laser
pulse the corresponding fluorescence photon, delayed
by the time t, is detected coincidentally [11.51].

For very high time resolution in the pico- and femto-
second range, electronic detectors are not fast enough.
Here a pump-probe techniques can be used. A short
pump pulse at time t = 0 excites the sample into a defi-
nite level ⟨i|, which decays over the course of time.
A second weak probe pulse with variable delay ∆t
against the pump pulse interrogates the population of
the decaying level (Fig. 11.105). This can be realized
in different ways. If the probe pulse can ionize the
molecules in the excited level ⟨i|, the number of de-
tected ions as a function of the delay time ∆t is directly
proportional to the number Ni(∆t). Another way of mo-
nitoring the time-dependent population Ni(t) uses the
total fluorescence emitted from a level ⟨ j|, excited byTime-to-amplitude	converter	

…	first	time	1961	by	Koechlin	(Thesis,	Uni	Paris)



Different	time	scales	and	appropriate	
light	detection	techniques

Reversed	start-stop	TCSPC:
• Time	resolution	from	hundreds	of	nanoseconds	to	10ps
• Possible	to	synchronize	to	time-irregular	emission	events	
• Sensitivity	of	the	recording	is	given	by	the	StNR of	given	synchronization	arrangement.	

Poisson	statistics	is	the	limiting	mechanism.
• No	limitation	for	high-frequency	repetition	emission	events.	Input	processing	only	for	

the	“main”	signal.

SYNC-Signal:
• represents shape of 

the full light pulse
• giving a time 

reference

START STOP

Delay

MAIN-Signal:
• random single photons
• spatially resolved
• spectrally resolved

micro-discharge



Different	time	scales	and	appropriate	
light	detection	techniques

Streak	cameras:
• Time	resolution	down	to	units	of	

picoseconds	(some	new	models	down	
to	hundreds	of	femtoseconds)

• Sensitivity	of	the	recording	
comparable	to	the	TC-SPC



Different	time	scales	and	appropriate	
light	detection	techniques

Pump-and-probe	
technique:
• Time	resolution	down	to	

femtoseconds	using	femtosecond	
laser	pulses

• Possible	to	synchronize	due	to	
the	synchronous	generation	of	
the	fluorescence	by	the	pumping	
laser	pulse.
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Fig. 11.105. Pump-and-probe technique

the probe laser on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨ j|. Its intensity
Ifl(∆t) measured as a function of the delay time ∆t is
again proportional to the population Ni . In many ca-
ses the stimulated emission induced by the probe pulse
on a downward transition from ⟨i| to lover levels ⟨m|,
which is proportional to (Ni(∆t) − Nm) can be utilized
as a monitor. If Nm = 0, the intensity of stimulated emis-
sion is again proportional to Ni(∆t). With these pump
and probe techniques, a time resolution in the femtose-
cond range can be achieved, even when the detector has
a much lower time constant.

11.11.2 Fast Relaxation Processes
in Atoms and Molecules

The time resolved nonradiative relaxation of a level
caused by collisions can be used for the determination
of collision cross sections and reaction rates. Here the
pump and probe techniques can be also applied to levels
in the electronic ground state, where no fluorescence is
emitted and therefore some of the other techniques do
not work. In Fig. 11.106 the principle is shown for mea-
suring the relaxation of vibrational levels in the electro-
nic ground state of molecules. A short pulse from the

Fig. 11.106. Level scheme and time-dependent level popula-
tions when a short pump laser pulses depletes level |k⟩, which
is refilled by collisional transfer from other levels

pump laser tuned to a transition ⟨k| → ⟨i| depletes the
lower level ⟨k| of molecules in a gas cell. Collisions with
other atoms or molecules refill it again, because they try
to reestablish thermal equilibrium. The fluorescence in-
tensity Ifl(∆t), induced by the pulse of the probe laser
on a transition ⟨k| → ⟨ j| is measured as a function of
the delay time between pump and probe pulse. This
intensity is proportional to the population Ni(∆t). It
is a measure for the total inelastic collision rates for
energy transfer from all other levels into level ⟨i|.

The individual contributions of collision rates for
population transfer from a specific level ⟨m| into le-
vel ⟨k| can also be measured with a slight modification.
Now the probe laser is tuned to a transition ⟨m| → ⟨ j|.
The fluorescence Ifl gives the time-dependent popula-
tion of level ⟨m|. The ratio of ∆Nm/∆Nk yields the
relative contribution of the specific collision-induced
transition ⟨m| → ⟨k| to the total refilling rate of level ⟨k|.

The pump-probe technique with ultrashort pulses
from femtosecond lasers has an increasing number of
applications. Some of them will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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small compared with lines in the optical range, unless
the latter belong to forbidden transitions.

7.2.6 Two-Photon-Transitions

By “simultaneous” absorption of two photons two-
photon transitions with ∆L = 0, ± 2 become possible.
However, they demand high light intensities, which are
only achievable with lasers, because the two photons
both have to be present within the absorption volume of
the atom within the time interval ∆t of the transition.

The transition probability of a two-photon transition
between the initial level ⟨i| and the final level ⟨ f |
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is given by products of one-photon transition proba-
bilities for transitions between the initial level and an
intermediate level ⟨v| at the energy Ei + h ν for the first
photon !ω1 and ⟨v| → ⟨ f | for the second photon !ω2.
The energy of the level ⟨v| may not coincide with a real
atomic level, which means that the first absorbed photon
excites the atom far off-resonance with a real level ⟨k|. In
order to simplify the diagrams, the level ⟨v| is often cal-
led a “virtual level” (Fig. 7.12). The sums extend over all
real atomic levels ⟨k| that are connected by allowed one-
photon transitions with the initial level ⟨i|. The two terms

Fig. 7.12. Two-photon transition with two equal or two
different photons

in (7.40) take account of the fact that either the first pho-
ton with ω1 can be absorbed on the first step i → k or the
second photon with ω2. Since both possibilities are not
distinguishable the total transition amplitude has to be
the same of the two individual amplitudes (see Sect. 3.5).
The denominator describes the detuning of the photon
frequency ωi from the frequency ωik of the one photon
transition to the real level Ek including theDoppler-shift.

Examples for observed two-photon transitions are
the 11S0 → 21S0 transition in the H atom with ∆L = 0
or the 32S1/2 → 42 D3/2,5/2 transition in the Na atom
with ∆L = 2 [7.3, 4].

7.3 Lifetimes of Excited States

If an atom is excited (for instance by absorption of a pho-
ton, or by collisions with electrons) into a state with
energy Ei above that of the ground state, it can spon-
taneously relax back into a lower state with energy E j
by emitting a photon h ν = Ei − E j . This spontaneous
emission is called fluorescence. This lower state E j
may be still above the ground state Ek. In this case it can
further relax into the ground state by photon emission
or by a collision-induced transition.

The probability per second for the fluorescence tran-
sition per atom is (see Sect. 7.2) given by the Einstein
coefficient Aij . If Ni atoms are in the energy state Ei ,
the emission rate on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨ j| is

dNi = −Aij Ni dt . (7.41a)

If the state Ei can relax into several lower states E j < Ei
(Fig. 7.13), we obtain for the total rate

dNi = −Ai Ni dt with Ai =
∑

j

Aij . (7.41b)

Integration of (7.41b) gives the time dependent
population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e−Ai t . (7.41c)

The population of the excited state Ei decreases ex-
ponentially from its initial value Ni(0) at time zero to
Ni(∞) = 0 (Fig. 7.14).

The constant τi = 1/Ai is the mean lifetime of the
state Ei . This can be seen as follows. The mean lifetime
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is defined as

⟨ti⟩ = 1
N0

0∫

N0

t · dNi(t)

= −
∞∫

0

tAi e− Ai t dt = 1
Ai

= τi , (7.42)

where (1/N0)dNi(t) dt is the probability of a decay of
an atom within the time interval between t and t + dt.

After the mean lifetime ⟨ti⟩ = τi the initial
population Ni(t = 0) has decreased to Ni(0)/e.

Measurements of the mean lifetime of a level with
energy Ei allows the determination of the total transition
probability Ai = ∑

Ain = 1/τi . The specific transition
probabilities Ain can be inferred from measurements of
the relative line intensities of the individual transitions
Ei → En using the relation

Ain = Ai
Iin /(hνin )∑
n Iin /(hνin )

. (7.43)

This yields, with (7.17), the transition matrix ele-
ments Mik [7.5].
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e
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Fig. 7.14. Experimental decay curve of the population Ni of
an excited level Ei with mean lifetime τi

If other relaxation processes (for example collisi-
ons) add with the probability Ri per second to the
deactivation of level Ei (Fig. 7.15), (7.41b) must be
modified to

dNi = − (Ai + Ri)Ni dt . (7.44)

We then obtain the time dependent population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e− (Ai+Ri )t (7.45)

and the effective lifetime τeff becomes

τeff
i = 1

Ai + Ri
. (7.46)

If level Ei of atom A is depopulated by inelastic col-
lisions with other atoms B, the collision-induced rate
becomes

Ri = n BvABσ inel
i , (7.47)

where n B = NB/V is the number density of atoms B
and

vAB =
√

8kT
πµ

with µ = MA MB

MA + MB
(7.48)

is the mean relative velocity of the two collision partners
with reduced mass µ in a gas cell at temperature T .

Plotting the inverse effective lifetime

1
τeff

i

= 1

τ
spont
i

+ n BvABσ inel
i (7.49)

as a function of the product n BvAB (Stern–Vollmer plot
(Fig. 7.16)) one obtains a straight line with the slope
equal to the inelastic collision cross section σ inel

i .
The intersection of this straight line with the axis

n B = 0 yields the inverse spontaneous lifetime 1/τ
spont
i .

From the general equation of state

pV = NkT
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tribute to the depo-
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small compared with lines in the optical range, unless
the latter belong to forbidden transitions.

7.2.6 Two-Photon-Transitions

By “simultaneous” absorption of two photons two-
photon transitions with ∆L = 0, ± 2 become possible.
However, they demand high light intensities, which are
only achievable with lasers, because the two photons
both have to be present within the absorption volume of
the atom within the time interval ∆t of the transition.

The transition probability of a two-photon transition
between the initial level ⟨i| and the final level ⟨ f |

dPi f

dt
(2ω) ∝
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is given by products of one-photon transition proba-
bilities for transitions between the initial level and an
intermediate level ⟨v| at the energy Ei + h ν for the first
photon !ω1 and ⟨v| → ⟨ f | for the second photon !ω2.
The energy of the level ⟨v| may not coincide with a real
atomic level, which means that the first absorbed photon
excites the atom far off-resonance with a real level ⟨k|. In
order to simplify the diagrams, the level ⟨v| is often cal-
led a “virtual level” (Fig. 7.12). The sums extend over all
real atomic levels ⟨k| that are connected by allowed one-
photon transitions with the initial level ⟨i|. The two terms

Fig. 7.12. Two-photon transition with two equal or two
different photons

in (7.40) take account of the fact that either the first pho-
ton with ω1 can be absorbed on the first step i → k or the
second photon with ω2. Since both possibilities are not
distinguishable the total transition amplitude has to be
the same of the two individual amplitudes (see Sect. 3.5).
The denominator describes the detuning of the photon
frequency ωi from the frequency ωik of the one photon
transition to the real level Ek including theDoppler-shift.

Examples for observed two-photon transitions are
the 11S0 → 21S0 transition in the H atom with ∆L = 0
or the 32S1/2 → 42 D3/2,5/2 transition in the Na atom
with ∆L = 2 [7.3, 4].

7.3 Lifetimes of Excited States

If an atom is excited (for instance by absorption of a pho-
ton, or by collisions with electrons) into a state with
energy Ei above that of the ground state, it can spon-
taneously relax back into a lower state with energy E j
by emitting a photon h ν = Ei − E j . This spontaneous
emission is called fluorescence. This lower state E j
may be still above the ground state Ek. In this case it can
further relax into the ground state by photon emission
or by a collision-induced transition.

The probability per second for the fluorescence tran-
sition per atom is (see Sect. 7.2) given by the Einstein
coefficient Aij . If Ni atoms are in the energy state Ei ,
the emission rate on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨ j| is

dNi = −Aij Ni dt . (7.41a)

If the state Ei can relax into several lower states E j < Ei
(Fig. 7.13), we obtain for the total rate

dNi = −Ai Ni dt with Ai =
∑

j

Aij . (7.41b)

Integration of (7.41b) gives the time dependent
population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e−Ai t . (7.41c)

The population of the excited state Ei decreases ex-
ponentially from its initial value Ni(0) at time zero to
Ni(∞) = 0 (Fig. 7.14).

The constant τi = 1/Ai is the mean lifetime of the
state Ei . This can be seen as follows. The mean lifetime
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distinguishable the total transition amplitude has to be
the same of the two individual amplitudes (see Sect. 3.5).
The denominator describes the detuning of the photon
frequency ωi from the frequency ωik of the one photon
transition to the real level Ek including theDoppler-shift.
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the 11S0 → 21S0 transition in the H atom with ∆L = 0
or the 32S1/2 → 42 D3/2,5/2 transition in the Na atom
with ∆L = 2 [7.3, 4].
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If an atom is excited (for instance by absorption of a pho-
ton, or by collisions with electrons) into a state with
energy Ei above that of the ground state, it can spon-
taneously relax back into a lower state with energy E j
by emitting a photon h ν = Ei − E j . This spontaneous
emission is called fluorescence. This lower state E j
may be still above the ground state Ek. In this case it can
further relax into the ground state by photon emission
or by a collision-induced transition.

The probability per second for the fluorescence tran-
sition per atom is (see Sect. 7.2) given by the Einstein
coefficient Aij . If Ni atoms are in the energy state Ei ,
the emission rate on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨ j| is

dNi = −Aij Ni dt . (7.41a)

If the state Ei can relax into several lower states E j < Ei
(Fig. 7.13), we obtain for the total rate

dNi = −Ai Ni dt with Ai =
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Aij . (7.41b)

Integration of (7.41b) gives the time dependent
population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e−Ai t . (7.41c)

The population of the excited state Ei decreases ex-
ponentially from its initial value Ni(0) at time zero to
Ni(∞) = 0 (Fig. 7.14).

The constant τi = 1/Ai is the mean lifetime of the
state Ei . This can be seen as follows. The mean lifetime
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in (7.40) take account of the fact that either the first pho-
ton with ω1 can be absorbed on the first step i → k or the
second photon with ω2. Since both possibilities are not
distinguishable the total transition amplitude has to be
the same of the two individual amplitudes (see Sect. 3.5).
The denominator describes the detuning of the photon
frequency ωi from the frequency ωik of the one photon
transition to the real level Ek including theDoppler-shift.

Examples for observed two-photon transitions are
the 11S0 → 21S0 transition in the H atom with ∆L = 0
or the 32S1/2 → 42 D3/2,5/2 transition in the Na atom
with ∆L = 2 [7.3, 4].

7.3 Lifetimes of Excited States

If an atom is excited (for instance by absorption of a pho-
ton, or by collisions with electrons) into a state with
energy Ei above that of the ground state, it can spon-
taneously relax back into a lower state with energy E j
by emitting a photon h ν = Ei − E j . This spontaneous
emission is called fluorescence. This lower state E j
may be still above the ground state Ek. In this case it can
further relax into the ground state by photon emission
or by a collision-induced transition.

The probability per second for the fluorescence tran-
sition per atom is (see Sect. 7.2) given by the Einstein
coefficient Aij . If Ni atoms are in the energy state Ei ,
the emission rate on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨ j| is

dNi = −Aij Ni dt . (7.41a)

If the state Ei can relax into several lower states E j < Ei
(Fig. 7.13), we obtain for the total rate

dNi = −Ai Ni dt with Ai =
∑

j

Aij . (7.41b)

Integration of (7.41b) gives the time dependent
population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e−Ai t . (7.41c)

The population of the excited state Ei decreases ex-
ponentially from its initial value Ni(0) at time zero to
Ni(∞) = 0 (Fig. 7.14).

The constant τi = 1/Ai is the mean lifetime of the
state Ei . This can be seen as follows. The mean lifetime
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is defined as

⟨ti⟩ = 1
N0

0∫

N0

t · dNi(t)

= −
∞∫

0

tAi e− Ai t dt = 1
Ai

= τi , (7.42)

where (1/N0)dNi(t) dt is the probability of a decay of
an atom within the time interval between t and t + dt.

After the mean lifetime ⟨ti⟩ = τi the initial
population Ni(t = 0) has decreased to Ni(0)/e.

Measurements of the mean lifetime of a level with
energy Ei allows the determination of the total transition
probability Ai = ∑

Ain = 1/τi . The specific transition
probabilities Ain can be inferred from measurements of
the relative line intensities of the individual transitions
Ei → En using the relation

Ain = Ai
Iin /(hνin )∑
n Iin /(hνin )

. (7.43)

This yields, with (7.17), the transition matrix ele-
ments Mik [7.5].
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Fig. 7.14. Experimental decay curve of the population Ni of
an excited level Ei with mean lifetime τi

If other relaxation processes (for example collisi-
ons) add with the probability Ri per second to the
deactivation of level Ei (Fig. 7.15), (7.41b) must be
modified to

dNi = − (Ai + Ri)Ni dt . (7.44)

We then obtain the time dependent population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e− (Ai+Ri )t (7.45)

and the effective lifetime τeff becomes

τeff
i = 1

Ai + Ri
. (7.46)

If level Ei of atom A is depopulated by inelastic col-
lisions with other atoms B, the collision-induced rate
becomes

Ri = n BvABσ inel
i , (7.47)

where n B = NB/V is the number density of atoms B
and

vAB =
√

8kT
πµ

with µ = MA MB

MA + MB
(7.48)

is the mean relative velocity of the two collision partners
with reduced mass µ in a gas cell at temperature T .

Plotting the inverse effective lifetime

1
τeff

i

= 1

τ
spont
i

+ n BvABσ inel
i (7.49)

as a function of the product n BvAB (Stern–Vollmer plot
(Fig. 7.16)) one obtains a straight line with the slope
equal to the inelastic collision cross section σ inel

i .
The intersection of this straight line with the axis

n B = 0 yields the inverse spontaneous lifetime 1/τ
spont
i .

From the general equation of state

pV = NkT
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Fig. 7.2. Mean photon number n per mode of the thermal
radiation field as a function of frequency ν and temperature T

than the spontaneous one. This situation is realized in
lasers, which will be discussed in Chap. 8.

EXAMPLES

1. At a distance of 10 cm away from the filament of
a 100 W light bulb, the average photon number per
mode at λ = 500 nm is about 10−8. For atoms in
this radiation field the spontaneous emission rate
exceeds by far the induced rate.

2. In the brightest spot of a high-pressure mercury
lamp in the maximum of the intense mercury emis-
sion line at λ = 253.7 nm the photon number per
mode is about 10−2. Even here the induced emission
plays a minor role compared with the spontaneous
emission.

3. Within the optical resonator of a helium-neon laser
(output power 1 mW through the output mirror with
transmittance of 1%), which oscillates in a single
mode, the photon number in this mode is about 107!
Here, the spontaneous emission into this mode is
completely negligible. Note, however, that the total
spontaneous emission within the Doppler-width of
the neon transition at λ = 632.3 nm, which is dis-
tributed over 3×108 modes of the active volume of
1 cm3 and is emitted into all directions exceeds 1 W
and is therefore stronger than the induced emission.

Note:

When using the angular frequency ω = 2πν instead
of ν, the unit frequency interval dω = 2π dν is lar-
ger by a factor of 2π. Since w(ν) dν must be equal to
w(ω) dω, the spectral energy density

wω(ω) = !ω
3

π2c3

1
e ω/kT −1

= wν(ν)/2π

of the radiation field is then smaller by this factor. The
ratio of the Einstein coefficients

Aik/B(ω)
ik = !ω

3

π2c3

is then also smaller by the factor 2π. However, the ratio

Aik/
(

B(ω)
ik wω(ω)

)
= Aik/

(
B(ν)

ik wν(ν)
)

of spontaneous to induced emission rates remains the
same.

7.1.2 Transition Probabilities and Matrix elements

The relation between transition probabilities and the
quantum mechanical description by matrix elements
can be illustrated in a simple way by a comparison with
classical oscillators emitting electromagnetic radiation.

A classical oscillating electric dipole (Hertzian
dipole) with electric dipole moment

p = qr = p0 sin ωt

emits the average power, integrated over all directions ϑ
against the dipole axis (Fig. 7.3a) [5.2]

P = 2
3

p2ω4

4πε0c3
with p2 = 1

2
p2

0 . (7.11)

In the quantum mechanical description, the average ⟨p⟩
of the electric dipole moment of an atomic electron in
state (n, l, ml, ms) = i with stationary wave function ψi
is given by the expectation value

⟨p⟩ = e ⟨r⟩ = e
∫

ψ∗
i rψi dτ . (7.12)

The vector r is the radius vector of the electron from
the origin at the atomic nucleus (Fig. 7.3b).

The integration extends over the three spa-
tial coordinates of the electron. The volume ele-
ment is dτ = dx dy dz in Cartesian coordinates or
dτ = r2 dr sin ϑ dϑ dϕ in spherical coordinates.
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Fig. 7.3. (a ) Spatial radiation characteristics of a classi-
cal oscillating electric dipole. (b) The expectation value
⟨pk⟩ = − e⟨rk⟩ of the quantum mechanical dipole moment in
level |k⟩, determined by its wave function ψk

For a transition Ei → Ek the wave functions of both
states have to be taken into account, because the tran-
sition probability depends on both wave functions ψi
and ψk. We therefore define the expectation value of
the so-called transition dipole moment Mik = ⟨pik⟩ as
the integral

Mik = e
∫

ψ∗
i rψk dτ , (7.13)

where the two indices i = (ni , li, mli , msi ) and
k = (nk, lk, mlk , msk ) are abbreviations for the four
quantum numbers of each state.

Replacing the classical average p2 in (7.12) by the
quantum mechanical expression

1
2

(|Mik|+ |Mki |)2 = 2 |Mik| 2 (7.14)

(see [7.1]), we obtain the average radiation power, emit-
ted by an atom in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k|
as

⟨Pik⟩ = 4
3

ω4
ik

4πε0c3
|Mik| 2 , (7.15)

which is equivalent to the classical expression (7.11)
for the radiation power of the Hertzian dipole, if the
average p2 is replaced by 2|Mik|2.

Ni atoms in level ⟨i| emit the average radiation
power ⟨P⟩ = Ni⟨Pik⟩ on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| with
frequency ωik.

Using the Einstein coefficient Aik for spontaneous
emission, which gives the probability per second that
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Fig. 7.4. Mean radiation power ⟨pik⟩ emitted by Ni excited
atoms as fluorescence on the transition |i⟩ → |k⟩

one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation

Aik = 2
3

ω3
ik

ε0hc3
|Mik|2 (7.17a)

between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):

Bik = 2π2

3ε0h2
|Mik| 2 . (7.17b)

If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the
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one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation
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between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):
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If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the
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one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation
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between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):
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If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the
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For a transition Ei → Ek the wave functions of both
states have to be taken into account, because the tran-
sition probability depends on both wave functions ψi
and ψk. We therefore define the expectation value of
the so-called transition dipole moment Mik = ⟨pik⟩ as
the integral
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for the radiation power of the Hertzian dipole, if the
average p2 is replaced by 2|Mik|2.

Ni atoms in level ⟨i| emit the average radiation
power ⟨P⟩ = Ni⟨Pik⟩ on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| with
frequency ωik.

Using the Einstein coefficient Aik for spontaneous
emission, which gives the probability per second that
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one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation

Aik = 2
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between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):

Bik = 2π2

3ε0h2
|Mik| 2 . (7.17b)

If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the
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For a transition Ei → Ek the wave functions of both
states have to be taken into account, because the tran-
sition probability depends on both wave functions ψi
and ψk. We therefore define the expectation value of
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one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation
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between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):
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If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the
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Fig. 7.13. Spontan-
eous radiative decay
(fluorescence) from
the excited level Ei
into several lower le-
vels E j

is defined as

⟨ti⟩ = 1
N0

0∫

N0

t · dNi(t)

= −
∞∫

0

tAi e− Ai t dt = 1
Ai

= τi , (7.42)

where (1/N0)dNi(t) dt is the probability of a decay of
an atom within the time interval between t and t + dt.

After the mean lifetime ⟨ti⟩ = τi the initial
population Ni(t = 0) has decreased to Ni(0)/e.

Measurements of the mean lifetime of a level with
energy Ei allows the determination of the total transition
probability Ai = ∑

Ain = 1/τi . The specific transition
probabilities Ain can be inferred from measurements of
the relative line intensities of the individual transitions
Ei → En using the relation

Ain = Ai
Iin /(hνin )∑
n Iin /(hνin )

. (7.43)

This yields, with (7.17), the transition matrix ele-
ments Mik [7.5].
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Fig. 7.14. Experimental decay curve of the population Ni of
an excited level Ei with mean lifetime τi

If other relaxation processes (for example collisi-
ons) add with the probability Ri per second to the
deactivation of level Ei (Fig. 7.15), (7.41b) must be
modified to

dNi = − (Ai + Ri)Ni dt . (7.44)

We then obtain the time dependent population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e− (Ai+Ri )t (7.45)

and the effective lifetime τeff becomes

τeff
i = 1

Ai + Ri
. (7.46)

If level Ei of atom A is depopulated by inelastic col-
lisions with other atoms B, the collision-induced rate
becomes

Ri = n BvABσ inel
i , (7.47)

where n B = NB/V is the number density of atoms B
and

vAB =
√

8kT
πµ

with µ = MA MB

MA + MB
(7.48)

is the mean relative velocity of the two collision partners
with reduced mass µ in a gas cell at temperature T .

Plotting the inverse effective lifetime

1
τeff

i

= 1

τ
spont
i

+ n BvABσ inel
i (7.49)

as a function of the product n BvAB (Stern–Vollmer plot
(Fig. 7.16)) one obtains a straight line with the slope
equal to the inelastic collision cross section σ inel

i .
The intersection of this straight line with the axis

n B = 0 yields the inverse spontaneous lifetime 1/τ
spont
i .

From the general equation of state

pV = NkT
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Inelastic
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Fig. 7.15. Inelastic
collisions can con-
tribute to the depo-
pulation of level Ei
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probability Ai = ∑

Ain = 1/τi . The specific transition
probabilities Ain can be inferred from measurements of
the relative line intensities of the individual transitions
Ei → En using the relation

Ain = Ai
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This yields, with (7.17), the transition matrix ele-
ments Mik [7.5].
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Fig. 7.14. Experimental decay curve of the population Ni of
an excited level Ei with mean lifetime τi

If other relaxation processes (for example collisi-
ons) add with the probability Ri per second to the
deactivation of level Ei (Fig. 7.15), (7.41b) must be
modified to

dNi = − (Ai + Ri)Ni dt . (7.44)

We then obtain the time dependent population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e− (Ai+Ri )t (7.45)

and the effective lifetime τeff becomes

τeff
i = 1

Ai + Ri
. (7.46)

If level Ei of atom A is depopulated by inelastic col-
lisions with other atoms B, the collision-induced rate
becomes

Ri = n BvABσ inel
i , (7.47)

where n B = NB/V is the number density of atoms B
and

vAB =
√

8kT
πµ

with µ = MA MB

MA + MB
(7.48)

is the mean relative velocity of the two collision partners
with reduced mass µ in a gas cell at temperature T .
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as a function of the product n BvAB (Stern–Vollmer plot
(Fig. 7.16)) one obtains a straight line with the slope
equal to the inelastic collision cross section σ inel
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n B = 0 yields the inverse spontaneous lifetime 1/τ
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Fig. 7.3. (a ) Spatial radiation characteristics of a classi-
cal oscillating electric dipole. (b) The expectation value
⟨pk⟩ = − e⟨rk⟩ of the quantum mechanical dipole moment in
level |k⟩, determined by its wave function ψk

For a transition Ei → Ek the wave functions of both
states have to be taken into account, because the tran-
sition probability depends on both wave functions ψi
and ψk. We therefore define the expectation value of
the so-called transition dipole moment Mik = ⟨pik⟩ as
the integral

Mik = e
∫

ψ∗
i rψk dτ , (7.13)

where the two indices i = (ni , li, mli , msi ) and
k = (nk, lk, mlk , msk ) are abbreviations for the four
quantum numbers of each state.

Replacing the classical average p2 in (7.12) by the
quantum mechanical expression

1
2

(|Mik|+ |Mki |)2 = 2 |Mik| 2 (7.14)

(see [7.1]), we obtain the average radiation power, emit-
ted by an atom in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k|
as

⟨Pik⟩ = 4
3

ω4
ik

4πε0c3
|Mik| 2 , (7.15)

which is equivalent to the classical expression (7.11)
for the radiation power of the Hertzian dipole, if the
average p2 is replaced by 2|Mik|2.

Ni atoms in level ⟨i| emit the average radiation
power ⟨P⟩ = Ni⟨Pik⟩ on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| with
frequency ωik.

Using the Einstein coefficient Aik for spontaneous
emission, which gives the probability per second that

E0

Ei
Ni

Fluorescence
P N A hi ik ik= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ν

Ek

Excitation

Fig. 7.4. Mean radiation power ⟨pik⟩ emitted by Ni excited
atoms as fluorescence on the transition |i⟩ → |k⟩

one atom emits a photon on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| the
average power emitted by Ni atoms (Fig. 7.4) is

⟨P⟩ = Ni Aikhνik = Ni Aik!ωik . (7.16)

The comparison of (7.15) with (7.16) yields the relation

Aik = 2
3

ω3
ik

ε0hc3
|Mik|2 (7.17a)

between the Einstein coefficient Aik and the transition
moment Mik. The relation between Bik and Mik is then,
according to (7.10b):

Bik = 2π2

3ε0h2
|Mik| 2 . (7.17b)

If the wave functions ψi , ψk of the two states in-
volved in the transition, are known, the spontaneous
transition probability Aik can be calculated from (7.17)
and therefore the total radiation power emitted by Ni
atoms in level ⟨i| on the transition ⟨i| → ⟨k| can also be
calculated.

The expectation values Mik for all possible transiti-
ons between arbitrary levels i, k = 1, 2, . . . , n can be
arranged in an n×nmatrix. The Mik are therefore cal-
led Matrix elements. If some of the matrix elements are
zero, the corresponding transition does not occur. One
says that this transition is “not allowed” but “forbid-
den.” The absolute square |Mik|2 of the matrix element
is directly proportional to the probability of the transi-
tion ⟨i| → ⟨k|, i.e., of the intensity of the corresponding
line in the atomic spectrum.

Note:

Equation (7.17), called the dipole approximation (see
appendix) is only valid, when the wavelength λ of the
radiation is large compared to the dimensions of the

(k = n)
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where (1/N0)dNi(t) dt is the probability of a decay of
an atom within the time interval between t and t + dt.

After the mean lifetime ⟨ti⟩ = τi the initial
population Ni(t = 0) has decreased to Ni(0)/e.

Measurements of the mean lifetime of a level with
energy Ei allows the determination of the total transition
probability Ai = ∑

Ain = 1/τi . The specific transition
probabilities Ain can be inferred from measurements of
the relative line intensities of the individual transitions
Ei → En using the relation

Ain = Ai
Iin /(hνin )∑
n Iin /(hνin )

. (7.43)

This yields, with (7.17), the transition matrix ele-
ments Mik [7.5].
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If other relaxation processes (for example collisi-
ons) add with the probability Ri per second to the
deactivation of level Ei (Fig. 7.15), (7.41b) must be
modified to

dNi = − (Ai + Ri)Ni dt . (7.44)

We then obtain the time dependent population density

Ni(t) = Ni(0)e− (Ai+Ri )t (7.45)

and the effective lifetime τeff becomes

τeff
i = 1

Ai + Ri
. (7.46)

If level Ei of atom A is depopulated by inelastic col-
lisions with other atoms B, the collision-induced rate
becomes

Ri = n BvABσ inel
i , (7.47)

where n B = NB/V is the number density of atoms B
and

vAB =
√

8kT
πµ

with µ = MA MB

MA + MB
(7.48)

is the mean relative velocity of the two collision partners
with reduced mass µ in a gas cell at temperature T .

Plotting the inverse effective lifetime
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as a function of the product n BvAB (Stern–Vollmer plot
(Fig. 7.16)) one obtains a straight line with the slope
equal to the inelastic collision cross section σ inel

i .
The intersection of this straight line with the axis

n B = 0 yields the inverse spontaneous lifetime 1/τ
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Fig. 7.16. Inverse effective lifetime 1/τeff as a function of the
density nB of collision partners B (Stern–Volmer plot)

the number density nB = N/V = p/kT can be expres-
sed by the pressure p and the temperature T , which
can be determined experimentally much easier than the
number density nB. This yields the relation

1
τeff

i

= 1

τ
spont
i

+σ inel
i

√
8

πµkT
p (7.50)

between effective lifetime τeff of an excited state and
the pressure p of the collision partners B [7.6, 7].

7.4 Line Profiles of Spectral Lines

The absorption or emission of radiation on an atomic
transition

∆E = Ei − Ek = hνik

does not result in a strictly monochromatic spectral line,
but rather in a frequency distribution around the cen-
tral frequency ν0. This gives a line profile I(ν −ν0)
with a full-width at half-maximum δν, which not only
depends on the spectral resolution of the measuring ap-
paratus but also on basic physical properties, such as
the lifetimes of the atomic states involved in the transi-
tion, the velocity distribution of the moving atoms and
the pressure of the gaseous sample.

The linewidth in frequency units is defined as the in-
terval δν = ν2 −ν1 between the frequencies ν1 < ν0 and
ν2 > ν0 on both sides of the central frequency ν0, where
the intensity I(ν1) = I(ν2) = 1

2 I(ν0) of the spectral line
profile has dropped to half its maximum value at the
line center (full width half maximum FWHM). Often
the linewidth is given in units of the circular frequency
ω = 2πν ⇒ δω = 2πδν or in units of the wavelength λ.
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Fig. 7.17. Line profile of a spectral line

Because λ = c/ν ⇒
δλ = −(c/ν2)δν = −(λ/ν)δν . (7.51)

The relative half-widths are equal in all these notations,
because from (7.51) it follows that

∣∣∣∣
δλ
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The spectral interval inside the full half-width is cal-
led the line kernel, the ranges outside the line wings
(Fig. 7.17).

There are several reasons for the finite linewidths of
spectral lines:

• The energy levels of the atoms have an energy uncer-
tainty δE = h/τ related to their finite lifetime τ . The
frequency width of a spectral line corresponding to
a transition between levels Ei and Ek is

δνik = (δEi + δEk)/h

(natural linewidth, see Sect. 7.4.1).
• Atoms in a gas move with a mean velocity v, de-

pending on their mass and on the temperature of the
gas. This leads to a Doppler shift of their emitted
or absorbed radiation. The statistical distribution of
the velocities of many atoms in a gas results in stati-
stically distributed Doppler shifts, which gives rise
to a Gaussian line profile (Doppler broadening, see
Sect. 7.4.2).

• Every atom in a gas interacts with other neighbo-
ring atoms. This results in a shift of the atomic
energy levels. Since the interaction decreases with
increasing distance between the interacting atoms
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the velocities of many atoms in a gas results in stati-
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• Every atom in a gas interacts with other neighbo-
ring atoms. This results in a shift of the atomic
energy levels. Since the interaction decreases with
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Figure 5. Emission spectrum of FNS (0,0) at 2 Torr of N2 + 50%O2.
The measurement is taken with the ICCD and the 1800 gr mm−1

grating, with a gate width of 5 µs centred at the time of the laser
shot. The simulation is calculated by LIFBASE with a Voigt
instrumental profile (Gaussian + 50% Lorentzian), 0.12 nm
bandwidth, Trot = 330 K

a temperature of 330 ± 10 K that is constant in all the pressure
and gas composition conditions. We take this value as the
gas temperature. In a few cases we have also verified that
this value agrees well with that of the N2(C) state measured
from SPS emission. LIF and gas temperature measurements
are made at about 8 µs after the discharge onset, as shown
in figure 2. The short discharge duration and long time
between two successive pulses prevent significant dissociation
or formation of other species before the laser pulse. In [23]
calculations and experiments in a pulsed dc discharge show
that, in an air-like N2-O2 mixture, oxygen dissociation and
NO formation are low at short pulse lengths. In particular,
at pressures of the order of 0.1 Torr, O and NO fractional
concentrations are less than 10−3 for a pulse length of 100 µs,
the minimum length reported in that paper, with a fast rising
trend with increasing pulse duration. It is then reasonable to
assume that, in our case of 8 µs discharge duration before the
LIF measurement, dissociation and formation of other species
are very low, and that, from the point of view of electronic
states quenching, the concentration of quenchers is practically
the same as that prepared by flow gas mixing and initially
present at the discharge onset.

3. Results and discussion

The Stern–Volmer plots of the quenching rate as a function of
pressure are reported in figure 6 and figure 7 for the pure N2

and for the N2 + 50% O2 mixture, respectively.
The corresponding rate coefficients are reported in table 1,

in which the error due to gas temperature uncertainty is
included. The rate coefficient for quenching by O2 (kO2 )
is calculated, after that by N2 (kN2 ) has been determined,
according to the simple relationship kmix = 1

2kN2 + 1
2kO2 , where

kmix is the rate coefficient of the mixture determined from the
slope of the plot of figure 7. The present results agree very
well with all the literature data relevant to selective excitation

Figure 6. Stern–Volmer plot of the N+
2(B

2!+
u , v = 0) quenching

rate in pure N2. The linear fit gives a slope of
(2.5871 ± 0.027) × 107 Torr−1 s−1 and an intercept of
(1.5228 ± 0.055) × 107 s−1. The inverse of the intercept,
τ = 65.67 ± 2.37 ns is in good agreement with the 62.33 ns
radiative lifetime of [24].

Figure 7. Stern–Volmer plot of the N+
2(B

2!+
u , v = 0) quenching

rate in N2 + 50%O2. The linear fit gives a slope of
(2.8236 ± 0.0128) × 107 Torr−1 s−1 and an intercept of
(1.5752 ± 0.0178) × 107 s−1. The inverse of the intercept,
τ = 63.48 ± 0.72 ns, is in good agreement with the 62.33 ns
radiative lifetime of [24].

methods, enforcing the idea that, as noted in the introduction,
the measurement methods carry some systematic error that
must be discussed in order to understand which values should
be taken to be closer to real ones.

From the point of view of E/N estimation from SPS and
FNS emission measurements, this is not an irrelevant issue. We
have estimated the effect of such indetermination in the case
of a pure nitrogen discharge at atmospheric pressure. In this
condition the total quenching rate of N+

2(B
2!+

u , v = 0) varies
by about a factor 1.47 going from the lowest to the highest
value of table 1 for the quenching rate coefficient. Given an
experimentally determined [N+

2(B)]/[N2(C)] population ratio,
the ratio of electron impact rate coefficients R = r2/r1 deduced

5
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The Stern–Volmer plots of the quenching rate as a function of
pressure are reported in figure 6 and figure 7 for the pure N2

and for the N2 + 50% O2 mixture, respectively.
The corresponding rate coefficients are reported in table 1,

in which the error due to gas temperature uncertainty is
included. The rate coefficient for quenching by O2 (kO2 )
is calculated, after that by N2 (kN2 ) has been determined,
according to the simple relationship kmix = 1

2kN2 + 1
2kO2 , where

kmix is the rate coefficient of the mixture determined from the
slope of the plot of figure 7. The present results agree very
well with all the literature data relevant to selective excitation

Figure 6. Stern–Volmer plot of the N+
2(B

2!+
u , v = 0) quenching

rate in pure N2. The linear fit gives a slope of
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methods, enforcing the idea that, as noted in the introduction,
the measurement methods carry some systematic error that
must be discussed in order to understand which values should
be taken to be closer to real ones.

From the point of view of E/N estimation from SPS and
FNS emission measurements, this is not an irrelevant issue. We
have estimated the effect of such indetermination in the case
of a pure nitrogen discharge at atmospheric pressure. In this
condition the total quenching rate of N+
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u , v = 0) varies
by about a factor 1.47 going from the lowest to the highest
value of table 1 for the quenching rate coefficient. Given an
experimentally determined [N+

2(B)]/[N2(C)] population ratio,
the ratio of electron impact rate coefficients R = r2/r1 deduced
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Figure 5. Emission spectrum of FNS (0,0) at 2 Torr of N2 + 50%O2.
The measurement is taken with the ICCD and the 1800 gr mm−1

grating, with a gate width of 5 µs centred at the time of the laser
shot. The simulation is calculated by LIFBASE with a Voigt
instrumental profile (Gaussian + 50% Lorentzian), 0.12 nm
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TC-SPC	technique
SYNC-Signal:
• represents shape of 

the full light pulse
• giving a time 

reference

START STOP

Delay

single photon 
accumulation

MAIN-Signal:
• random single photons
• spatially resolved
• spectrally resolved

micro-discharge

first counted photon

time

relative
time information

• triggering possible on stochastically appearing events
in time as the time reference is set on the discharge
itself >>> cross-correlation spectroscopy



Convolution	>>>	cross-correlation
wiki

KAPITOLA 3. EXPERIM. USPOŘÁDÁNÍ A DIAG. METODY 48

patrné z rovnice 3.1. Na druhou stranu, s rostoućım počtem detekovaných foton̊u roste

poměr signálu k šumu, k pozad́ı. Pro TC-SPC plat́ı:

SNR =
p

N (3.2)

Počet detekovaných foton̊u N během akumulačńıho času takum je veličina, která je

př́ımo úměrná měřené světelné intenzitě mikrovýboje. Intenzita I popisuje pr̊uměrnou,

zářeńım přenesenou energii na plochu a čas (s jednotkou Wm�2). Jeden foton má energii

danou h⌫, pro intenzitu plat́ı:

I =
N

takum

hc

�

1

A
(3.3)

kde h je Planckova konstanta, c rychlost světla a A plocha, ze které jsou fotony sńımány,

tedy např. plocha štěrbiny.

3.3.1 Matematický popis

Výšeuvedený popis CCS měřeńı vycháźı z následuj́ıćıch matematických základ̊u [118,

119, 120]. Princip CCS je měřeńı cross-correlation funkce (dále jen korelace) dvou

funkćı f(t) a g(t). Korelace je definována následuj́ıćım vztahem:

(f ? g)(t) def= f(�t) ⇤ g(t) (3.4)

kde relace f(�t) ⇤ g(t) znač́ı konvoluci a funkce f(�t) je komplexně sdružená k f(�t).

Protože konvoluce je definována následovně:

(f ⇤ g)(⌧) def=
Z 1

�1
f(t)g(⌧ � t)dt (3.5)

pro korelaci po úpravách plat́ı definice:

(f ? g)(⌧) def=
Z 1

�1
f(t)g(⌧ + t)dt (3.6)

V př́ıpadě diskrétńıch funkćı a reálných č́ısel, což je př́ıpad CCS jako digitálńıho měřeńı

(viz. obr. 3.6), pak plat́ı následuj́ıćı definice (pro názornost a přehlednost reprezentuj́ı

čas stále tytéž symboly t a ⌧):

(f ? g)(⌧) def=
1X

t=�1
f(t)g(⌧ + t) (3.7)

Funkce f(t) a g(⌧ + t) zde reprezentuj́ı výšeuvedené dva signály. Hlavńı, prostorově

a spektrálně rozlǐsený signál (detekce jednoho fotonu) - funkce f(t) a referenčńı (syn-

chronizačńı) signál - funkce g(⌧ + t). V př́ıpadě, že jedna z funkćı je sudá, je rozd́ıl
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TC-SPC	statistics	basics	1
Photoelectrons	generated	by	impinged	
photons	on	the	cathode	with	given	
quantum	efficiency.

The	probability	of	emission	of	l
photoelectrons	in	the	i-th interval	
is	given	by	the	Poisson	distribution.

The	Taylor	series	of	the	exponential	
function	is	(1-wi+wi

2/2+…),	
we	take	the	first	two.



TCSPC	statistics	scheme

NE
zi wi

NA

TAC

Ni=NA

i-th channel

Ni

ND

NA		number	of	counts	in	i-th interval



TC-SPC	statistics	basics	2

After	developing	to	Taylor	series,
as	shown	before:	

And	it	follows:

After	a	large	number	of	excitation	pulses	NE,	
the	number	of	anode	pulses	NA in	the	i-th interval.

Therefore	the	number	of	anode	pulses	NA is	
proportional	to	the	intensity	of	the	fluorescence	
at	time	ti.



TCSPC	statistics	scheme

NE
zi wi

NA

TAC

Ni=NAi-th channel

Ni

ND

NA		number	of	counts	in	i-th interval



TC-SPC	statistics	basics	3

Relation	of	NA to	number	of
Counts	in	the	i-th channel	Ni:

Because	the	TAC	detects	only	the	first	photon	
in	given	time	interval	for	a	given	excitation	cycle,
NA is	not	the	number	of	counts	in	the	i-th channel	Ni.
The	true	relation	is	given	left.

Consequently	the	count	in	channel i is	a	measure
of	the	fluorescence	intensity	at	time	ti.



TC-SPC	statistics	basics	4

PILE-UP	effect



Other	issues	to	be	aware	of

• Color	effect	(consequence	of	photoeffect)
• Afterpulsing (consequence	of	PMT	setup)
• Ultra-short	reflections
• …



Sensitivity	and	precision
• The	effect	of	PMT	noise is	greatly	reduced	by	the	mode	of	TAC	operation

>>>	enhanced	Signal-to-Noise	ratio	(up	to	100x	noise	reduction)

• Noise	due	to	the	dark	counts	on	PMT (cooling,	background	subtraction	…)

• Noise	due	to	the	counting	error,	number	of	counts	in	each	channel	I(ti)	follows
a	Poisson	distribution	with	a	standard	deviation	σi given	by	σi=(I(ti))1/2

• It	follows	that	to	have	5%	precision	in	the	number	of	Ni counts	in	i-th channel,
where	the	the	curve	decayed	to	1%	of	its	maximum	value,	one	has:	0.05=1/σi =1/(Ni)1/2
and	Ni is	400,	that	means	one	has	to	measure	40000	counts	in	maximum

• Signal-to-Noise	ratio	is	given	as	well	by	the	Poisson	distribution	and	is	equal
to	the	standard	deviation:

• Dynamic	range	(ratio	between	the	largest	and	smallest	value	of	measured	quantity):	
for	ICCD	typically	1000:1,	streak 10000:1,	for	TCSPC usually	100000:1	and	more
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Minuten gesammelt, das entspricht in der verwendeten Konfiguration einer Anzahl
von etwa 105 bis 106 beteiligten MEen. Die Grenzempfindlichkeit oder Sensitivität
S ist durch die Eigenschaften des verwendeten Detektors gegeben. Es gilt:

S =
1

QE

√

D Z

takk
(3.4)

QE steht für die Quantenausbeute (engl. Quantum Efficiency) der Photokathode
und D für die Dunkelzählrate des Detektors. An der Gleichung (3.4) ist ersichtlich,
dass sich mit einer längeren Akkumulationszeit eine geringere Sensitiviät ergibt. Mit
takk steigt auch die Zahl der registrierten Photonen N . Die Genauigkeit der Messung
ist durch die Streuung des für jeden Speicherplatz Zi erhaltenen Zählergebnisses
bestimmt. Bei Ni gezählten Photonen ergibt sich ein Signal-zu-Rausch-Verhältnis
SNR (Signal-Noise-Ratio) wie folgt [103]:

SNR =
√

Ni (3.5)

Bei einer kleinen Intensität tragen bei einer TC-SPC fast alle registrierten Photonen
zum Ergebnis bei. Das SNR steigt deshalb mit takk an.

Bei der CCS wird in jedem Akkumulationsschritt der Laufzeitunterschied zwischen
dem statistisch eintreffenden MAIN-Photon und dem Referenzsignal (SYNC) mit-
tels einer Koinzidenztechnik gemessen. Das SYNC-Signal muss direkt mit der ME
korreliert sein, da sie statistisch verteilt auftreten. Wenn es sich beim SYNC-Signal
um einen Lichtpuls handelt, bezeichnet man dies als optische Triggerung. Im Prinzip
kann auch elektrisch durch die Strompulse synchronisiert werden [52, 100, 101]. Die
Detektion des SYNC-Signals erfolgt ohne räumliche und spektrale Auflösung. Die
oben geforderte Bedingung (g(t) = δ(t)) wird erreicht durch eine Weiterverarbeitung
des Signals durch die TC-SPC Technik (siehe weiter unten) und durch ein Verhältnis
von 1:10 (oder besser) in der MAIN-zu-SYNC-Zählrate. Der am Ende akkumulierte
Verlauf der Verteilung N(t) entspricht unter der Voraussetzung einer guten Repro-
duzierbarkeit der Einzelereignisse der Intensitätsverteilung f(t) des untersuchten
Objektes.

Die Anzahl der über die Akkumulationszeit takk gezählten Photonen N ist eine
Größe, die direkt proportional zur gemessenen Intensität der Strahlungsquelle ist.
Die Intensität oder Bestrahlungsstärke I bezeichnet die durchschnittliche, durch die
Strahlung transportierte Energie pro Flächen- und Zeiteinheit (Einheit: W cm−2)
[106, 107]. Da jedes Photon die Energieportion hν hat, gilt für monochromatische
Strahlung die Beziehung:

I =
N

takk

hc

λ

1

A
(3.6)

h ist das PLANCK’sche Wirkungsquantum und c die Lichtgeschwindigkeit. A ist eine
Fläche, durch die die Photonen zur Detektion gelangen (z.B. die Querschnittsfläche
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PMT	and	MCP	structure

Gain of up to 108



PMT	resolution,	transit	time

Becker	2006	Advanced	TCSPC	techniques

Leading edge discrimination CFD

pulse-height-induced	timing	jitter	
avoided



PMT	resolution,	transit	time

Becker	2006	Advanced	TCSPC	techniques

118      Detectors for TCSPC 

Single Electron Response 
The detector output pulse for a single photoelectron is called the ‘Single Electron Response’ 

or ‘SER’. Some typical SER shapes for PMTs are shown in Fig. 175. 

Standard PMT Fast PMT (R5600, H5783) MCP-PMT
1ns/div

Iout

1ns/div 1ns/div

 

Fig. 175: Single electron response (SER) of different photomultipliers 

Due to the random nature of the detector gain, the pulse amplitude varies from pulse to pulse. 

The pulse-height distribution can be very broad, up to 1:5 to 1:10. The average peak current of 

the SER is approximately 

 

FWHM
SER T

eG
I

⋅= ,  

with G = PMT Gain, e=1.6 
.

 10
-19

 As, TFWHM= SER pulse width, full width at half maximum. 

The table below shows some typical values. ISER is the average SER peak current and VSER the 

average SER peak voltage when the output is terminated with 50 Ω. Imax is the maximum per-

mitted continuous output current of the PMT. 

PMT type PMT Gain FWHM ISER VSER (50 Ω) Imax (cont)  

Standard 10
7

 5 ns 0.32 mA 16 mV 100µA 

Fast PMT 10
7

 1.5 ns 1 mA 50 mV 100µA 

MCP PMT 10
6

 0.36 ns 0.5mA 25 mV 0.1µA 

 

There is one significant conclusion from this table: If the PMT is operated near its full gain 

the peak current ISER from a single photon is much greater than the maximum continuous out-

put current. Consequently, for steady state operation the PMT delivers a train of random 

pulses rather than a continuous signal (see also Fig. 118, page 61). Because each pulse repre-

sents the detection of an individual photon the pulse density - not the pulse amplitude - is a 

measure of the light intensity at the cathode of the PMT. Obviously, the pulse density is meas-

ured best by counting the PMT pulses within subsequent time intervals. Therefore, photon 

counting is a logical consequence of the high gain and the high speed of  photomultipliers. 

Pulse Height Distribution 
The secondary emission coefficient at a particular dynode depends on the dynode material and 

energy of the primary electrons. For typical inter-dynode voltages used in PMTs, the secon-

dary emission coefficient, n, is between 4 and 10. Because the secondary emission is a random 

process the number of the generated secondary electrons varies from electron to electron. The 

width of the distribution can be expected at least of the size of the standard deviation, n
1/2

, of a 

poissonian distribution of the secondary emission coefficient, n. Therefore the single-photon 

pulses obtained from a PMT have a considerable amplitude jitter. For TCSPC applications it 

is important that the pulse amplitudes of the majority of the pulses are well above the un-

avoidable noise background. 



PMT	transit	time	spread



PMT	transit

considerably more expensive than dynode PMTs. In gener-
al the expense of an MCP PMT is justified only if used with
a ps light source.

4.6.2. Dynode Chain PMTs

Dynode PMTs cost less than MCP PMTs and are adequate
for many TCSPC experiments, especially if the excitation
source is a flashlamp. Two types of dynode PMTs are used
for TCSPC: side-window and linear-focused PMTs. Their
performance is comparable, but there are minor differences.
The side-window tubes are less expensive but can still pro-
vide good time resolution. Pulse widths from 112 to 700 ps
have been obtained using side-window tubes,36,92–95 but
pulse widths of 1–2 ns are more common. A disadvantage
of a side-window PMT is that the time response can depend
on the region of the photocathode that is illuminated. Lin-
ear-focused PMTs are somewhat more expensive but pro-
vide slightly shorter transit time spreads (Table 4.1) and are
less sensitive to which region of the photocathode is illumi-
nated. Linear-focused PMTs are probably still the most
widely used detectors in TCSPC, but there is a continual
shift towards the MCP PMTs and compact PMTs.

4.6.3. Compact PMTs

The expense of TCSPC has been decreased significantly by
the introduction of compact PMTs (Figure 4.26). These
PMTs are built into standard TO-8 packages.96–97 Typically
these PMTs come in modules that include the dynode
chain, a high-voltage power supply, and sometimes the cir-
cuits to transform the pulses into TTL level signals. The
TTS of these compact PMTs can be short: just 300 ps (Fig-
ure 4.25). The compact PMTs appear to be rugged and
long-lived and do not have the current limitations of an
MCP PMT. These compact PMTs are becoming the detec-
tor of choice for most TCSPC instruments.

4.6.4. Photodiodes as Detectors

Photodiodes (PDs) are inexpensive and can respond faster
than an MCP PMT. Why are phototubes still the detector of
choice? Photodiodes are not usually used for photon count-
ing because of the lack of gain. However, avalanche photo-
diodes (APDs) have adequate gain and can be as fast as
MCP PMTs. The main problem is the small active area. In
a PMT or MCP PMT, the area of the photocathode is typi-
cally 1 cm x 1 cm, and frequently larger. Photons arriving
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Table 4.1. Transient Time Spreads of Conventional and MCP PMTsa

Configuration
Photomultiplier                                                     (upper freqeuncy)                                       TTS (ns)                     Dynode

Hamamatsu R928 Side-on (300 MHz)b 0.9 9 stage
R1450 Side-on 0.76 10 stage
R1394 Head-on 0.65 10 stage
R7400 Compact PMT, 300 ps –

TO-8 (900 MHz)
H5023 Head-on (1 GHz) 0.16 10 stage

RCA C31000M Head-on 0.49 12 stage
8852 Head-on 0.70 12 stage

Philips XP2020Q Head-on 0.30 12 stage

Hamamatsu R1294U Nonproximity MCP-PMT 0.14 2 MCP
R1564U Proximity focused 0.06 2 MCP

MCP-PMT, 6 micron
(1.6–2 GHz)

R2809U Proximity MCP-PMT, 0.03d 2 MCP
6 micron

R3809U Proximity MCP-PMT 0.025d 2 MCP
Compact size, 6 micron

R2566 Proximity MCP-PMT with – 2 MCP
a grid, 6 micron (5 GHz)c

aRevised from [81].
bNumbers in parentheses are the approximate frequencies where the response is 10% of the low-frequency response. The H5023
has already been used to 1 GHz.
cFrom [86].
dFrom [87].

Lakowicz 2006	Principles	of	fluorescence	spectroscopy	
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light	intensity	>	0.01	to	0.1	photons	per	signal	period	à Pile-Up	Problem

Relatively slow recording speed and long data acquisition times
à high	repetition rates and low dead time	(approx.	100	ns;	i.e.	107 photons/s)



Use	in	plasma-physics	and	signal	
synchronization

• Short	discharges	with	high	repetition:
rf discharges,	barrier	discharges,	Trichel
pulsing	corona,	mw	discharges,	self-pulsing	
sparks

• Synchronization via	light	pulse,	current	pulse,	
laser	excitation	or	TTL	of	applied	voltage	
waveform



Kinetic	scheme	dependent	example
• Streamer	discharges	generated	in	atmospheric	pressure	air
• Spectra	is	dominated	by	the	second	positive	system	of	
molecular	nitrogen	

• Relatively	weak	bands	of	first	negative	system	are	present	
as	well

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 41 (2008) 035212 T Hoder et al
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Figure 4. An outline of the CCS apparatus. The imaging optics
consists of two quartz lenses, a stepper motor, a slit and an optical
fibre; PMT—photomultiplayer; CFD—constant fraction
discriminator; delay—coaxial delay cable; TAC—time-to-amplitude
converter; ADC—analogue-to-digital converter; MEM—memory
block with 1024 channels.

oscilloscopes. The applied voltage was measured by the
1000 : 1 high voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A) and the current
by a Pearson current monitor (Model 2100, 1 : 1).

The scheme of the CCS setup is shown in figure 4.
The optical part of the apparatus was the same as in [4],
except for the synchronization signal, which had to be taken
from the side (perpendicular to the main signal), because of
the design of the CD cell. In figure 4, the CCS apparatus
is shown schematically. The main signal was taken from
above. It was spatially resolved by the system of lenses
and the stepping motor, and guided to the optical fibre. The
measured area was a square of 0.1 × 0.1 mm2. The spatially
resolved signal then entered the monochromator (Jobin Yvon
TRIAX 320). The monochromatic light of the main signal
was detected by a highly sensitive photomultiplayer from
Hamamatsu (type H5773-04, water cooled to 8 ◦C, which
operated in a single photon counting mode) and analysed
by means of TC-SPC module (SPC-530, Becker and Hickl)
[31]. The synchronization signal was received from the entire
discharge (from the side as the geometry of the cell allowed)
and spectrally unresolved was detected by photomultiplayer
Hamamatsu (H5773-06). The optical emission spectrum of
the CD burning in the synthetic air was recorded by means
of the spectrometer Jobin-Yvon TRIAX 550 (CCD cooled by
liquid nitrogen).

3. Experimental results

This work focuses on the characterization of the CD only on
its one-dimension, although the coplanar discharge (working
in a single-filament mode) clearly shows a three-dimensional
structure. As one can see from the top view of the coplanar
discharge plasma (figure 5(b)), the CD consists of two different
parts visible by the naked eye: a narrow channel above the inter-
electrode area (the area between the positions 2.4 and 3.4 mm)
and diffuse-like clouds above the electrodes. These elements
shape the plane structure of the discharge. The side-view
picture (figure 5(a)) reveals a vertical size of the discharge. The
narrow channel represents the propagating of the streamers, or

0 1 2 3 4 5 mm

(a)

0 1 2 3 4 5 mm

(b)

Figure 5. The side-view (a) and top-view (b) photos of the coplanar
discharge operated in a single-filament mode in synthetic air at
atmospheric pressure. Exposure time was equal to 1/30 s in both
cases.
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Figure 6. An optical emission spectrum of the CD plasma burning
in the synthetic air.

better, in the case of the BDs, of the ionizing waves (IWs)
(according to the terminology proposed by Yurgelenas and
Wagner [21]). This IW propagates above the inter-electrode
space (approximately 0.1 mm above the dielectric surface in
our case) and has the form of a bow. The diffuse-like clouds
are produced by the impact of the IW directly onto the dielectric
surface, where they create a so-called ‘surface discharge’. The
IW continues along the surface as a luminosity wave and
spreads out with an increasing radial dimension. Each impact
produces a similar wave, so after accumulation over time these
waves produce a continuous diffuse part.

Figure 6 shows the optical emission spectrum of the CD.
The spectral bands of the second positive system (SPS) of
molecular nitrogen are dominant. The part of the spectrum
containing the band of the 0–0 transition of the first negative
system (FNS) is zoomed in this figure.

In the papers [24–26], the idea of a quantitative
estimation of the electric field strength from the experimentally
determined spatio-temporal distributions of radiation intensi-
ties for SPS and FNS has been proposed. This estimation was
focused on gas discharge in air at atmospheric pressure and
was used in [4, 22, 27]. Here, the same approach is applied in
the case of the CD. In order to determine the plasma parameter
mentioned above, it was essential to use the spatio-temporally
resolved CCS signal for the spectroscopic lines at 391.5 and
337.1 nm. The radiation for these lines, corresponding to the
first negative and SPS of molecular nitrogen, is caused by the
following elementary processes:

e + N2(X
1!+

g )υ=0 → N2(C
3#u)υ ′=0 + e △E = 11.0 eV,

(1)

3
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conditions due to the continuous spatial increase of the electron density, which results from
the influence of the electron impact ionization processes and is imposed by the steady influx
of electrons in the SST situation considered. This finding is in agreement with the studies
of the spatial relaxation of electrons at SST conditions in the presence of non-conservative
electron collision processes reported in [68]. It is also reflected by the corresponding results
for the mean energy and mean velocity of the electrons displayed in figure 10. Both the
macroscopic properties relax within few micrometer to their spatially independent SST values.
Because electron impact ionization processes are increasingly involved at larger E/N , the
SST mean energy ✏SST becomes less than the mean energy ✏ and the SST mean velocity vSST
becomes less than the mean velocity vd, i.e. the flux drift velocity, obtained by the temporal
relaxation studies at spatially homogeneous conditions. This result agrees again well with
the findings reported in [68]. The difference between SST values and the mean energies and
flux drift velocities determined in the calculations increase with increasing E/N , where the
difference between ✏ and ✏SST amounts to 31.5 % and that between vd and vSST is 21 % at
E/N = 3500Td.

5. The calibration method

The kinetic scheme enabling the determination of the electric field strength in the discharge
using the ratio of FNS and SPS intensities was already applied by Gallimberti et al. [69]
and was further used by others (see [18] and references therein). For most cases of E/N

determination however, the spatiotemporally unresolved emission was used or a calibration
curve was computed externally [60]. This curve describes the dependence of the electric
field strength on the certain intensity ratio value of FNS/SPS. Thus, the experimental effort
becomes dependent on the theoretical input or is calibrated by additional method [22].

In this work, we put both the discharge of interest (negative corona TP) and the discharge
for the RFNS/SPS = f(E/N) determination (Townsend discharge as in [45]) into one setup
together in order to be independent of further theoretical input. A unique calibration curve
for the given setup was obtained and, as a result, the electric field distribution in the negative
corona TP discharge was determined.

To determine the E/N development in the discharge, the spatiotemporal distributions of
the radiation intensities of the FNS and SPS were recorded, see Fig. 6. The radiation kinetics
of these spectral indicators in air at atmospheric pressure is determined dominantly by the
following elementary processes: direct excitation (equations 2,3), spontaneous radiation (4,5)
and collisional quenching (6,7) [22, 70]:

e + N2(X
1⌃+

g )�=0 �! N+
2 (B

2⌃+
u )�0=0 + 2e, 4E = 18.7 eV; (2)

e + N2(X
1⌃+

g )�=0 �! N2(C
3⇧u)�0=0 + e, 4E = 11.0 eV; (3)

N+
2 (B

2⌃+
u )�0=0 ! N+

2 (X
2⌃+

u )�00=0 + h⌫, � = 391.5 nm, ⌧B0 = 64.0 ns (4)

N2(C
3⇧u)�0=0 ! N2(B

3⇧g)�00=0 + h⌫, � = 337.1 nm, ⌧C0 = 36.6 ns (5)

N+
2 (B

2⌃+
u )�0=0 +N2/O2 ! products, ⌧Be↵ = 0.045 ns (6)
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N2(C
3⇧u)�0=0 +N2/O2 ! products, ⌧Ce↵ = 0.640 ns (7)

In these equations, ⌧e↵ stands for the effective lifetimes of the given radiative state. It is given
by the reduction of the original radiative lifetime ⌧0 by collisional quenching [17, 73].

Under the assumption that the direct electron impact excitation process is dominant
for the N+

2 (B
2⌃+

u )�0=0 and the N2(C3⇧u)�0=0 state, the following balance equations for the
densities of the radiative states nB and nC can be written:

dnB(x, t)

dt
= kB(E/N)nN2ne(x, t)�

nB(x, t)

⌧Be↵
(8)

dnC(x, t)

dt
= kC(E/N)nN2ne(x, t)�

nC(x, t)

⌧Ce↵
(9)

Here, kB(E/N) and kC(E/N) are the rate constants for reactions in equations (2) and (3) and
nj with j = N2 and e are the densities of nitrogen molecules in their ground state and of the
electrons. When using the expressions for the emitted light intensities for both wavelengths as
IB(x, t) = TBnBhc/(⌧B00�B) and similarly IC(x, t) = TCnChc/(⌧C00�C), including them into
equations (8) and (9) and dividing both equations, the following expression is obtained:

dIB(x, t)

dt
+

IB(x, t)

⌧Be↵
dIC(x, t)

dt
+

IC(x, t)

⌧Ce↵

=
kB(E/N)

kC(E/N)

TB⌧C00�C

TC⌧B00�B
(10)

Here, �B and �C are the wavelengths of the emitted radiation and TB and TC are the spectral
sensitivities of the setup for the given wavelengths. Notice that the electron density is not
present in relation (10) any more.

For the steady-state case, as in a non-self-sustained Townsend discharge, this equation
simplifies to

IB
IC

=
kB(E/N)

kC(E/N)

TB⌧C00�C

TC⌧B00�B

⌧Be↵
⌧Ce↵

= RFNS/SPS(E/N) . (11)

On the left-hand side of (11), there is the ratio of the two intensities and on its right-hand side,
there is the theoretical expression for its value. This is the expression for the intensity ratio
calibrated by Paris et al. in [45].

In our case, the ratio of transmission constants TB/TC is irrelevant as both FNS and
SPS emissions were recorded on the same setup with identical TC-SPC settings for the
calibration as well as for the study of TP. Note that equation (11) differs from the right-hand
side of equation (10) by the factor of ⌧Be↵/⌧Ce↵ . In order to use appropriately this calibration,
equation (10) has to be multiplied by this term giving:

dIB(r, t)

dt
+

IB(r, t)

⌧Be↵
dIC(r, t)

dt
+

IC(r, t)

⌧Ce↵

⌧Be↵
⌧Ce↵

= RFNS/SPS(E/N) (12)

The steady-state form of this equation is just a special case. In strongly dynamical
systems like the streamer breakdown the differential form has to be used [13, 18–20]. As
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there is the theoretical expression for its value. This is the expression for the intensity ratio
calibrated by Paris et al. in [45].

In our case, the ratio of transmission constants TB/TC is irrelevant as both FNS and
SPS emissions were recorded on the same setup with identical TC-SPC settings for the
calibration as well as for the study of TP. Note that equation (11) differs from the right-hand
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Here, �B and �C are the wavelengths of the emitted radiation and TB and TC are the spectral
sensitivities of the setup for the given wavelengths. Notice that the electron density is not
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On the left-hand side of (11), there is the ratio of the two intensities and on its right-hand side,
there is the theoretical expression for its value. This is the expression for the intensity ratio
calibrated by Paris et al. in [45].

In our case, the ratio of transmission constants TB/TC is irrelevant as both FNS and
SPS emissions were recorded on the same setup with identical TC-SPC settings for the
calibration as well as for the study of TP. Note that equation (11) differs from the right-hand
side of equation (10) by the factor of ⌧Be↵/⌧Ce↵ . In order to use appropriately this calibration,
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Trichel pulse	corona
• Breakdown	in	negative	corona	Trichel pulse

electron density development. Nevertheless, its detailed
impact on the spectrally resolved emission development has
not been discussed yet. The presence of SPS-to-FNS delay is
analysed in detailed works of Matveev, Djakov, and co-work-
ers35,36 based on the 1D simulations of Djakov et al.37 In their
papers, the authors studied theoretically the influence of the
spatial and temporal resolution on the determination of the
electric field by possible experimental approach. For cases
under investigation, one can conclude that the temporal reso-
lution of the spectrometric device is a very important parame-
ter which should be of order of tens of picoseconds and the
spatial resolution of few tens of microns. Only under such
conditions the determination of the electric field by the FNS/
SPS intensity ratio method is not distorted significantly.36,38

Shcherbakov and Sigmond39,40 applied the TC-SPC tech-
nique with sufficiently high resolution and emphasized the
necessity to have a high enough temporal resolution to be
able to resolve SPS-to-FNS delay. Obviously, if this is not
the case the estimation of the synchronous electric field or
even exact peak field values by the ratio method fails.

Recently, this approach was further theoretically devel-
oped by Naidis in Ref. 15. Bonaventura, Celestin and their co-
workers16,17 analyzed theoretically the effect of these delays
on ICCD-based electric field estimation in more details (also
applying this to streamers in sprites in upper atmosphere in
Ref. 17) adding the influence of the radial integration over the
streamer structure, which was not possible in the 1.5D model
of Naidis15 or in the 0D pioneering work of Djakov.37

Even though there is an increased attention to this topic in
last years, so far, no study has investigated in detail the emis-
sion maxima peculiarities with all consequences for streamer
spectroscopy and diagnostics. In the present work, motivated
by high-precision experimental results, systematic computer
simulations were performed to study in detail emission delays.
The study is based on well established 2D streamer model,
which enables deeper insight into the delay-issue than previ-
ous 0D or 1.5D approaches or computations in 2D focused
only on nanosecond-gated cameras. Based on the model of
Kulikovsky34 and our results from 2D computer simulations,
analytical description for the delay-parameter is developed.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section II sum-
marizes motivations for the present work based on recent ex-
perimental findings and the strategy proposed for the
modeling. In Sec. III, the 2D streamer model is described.
Section IV analyzes numerical outcomes. The origin of
delays is discussed in detail and its analytical expression and
linear dependency are presented in Subsections IV A and
IV B, respectively. Finally, in Subsection IV C, the high-
resolved synthetic spectral representation of the streamer
head is presented, enabling detailed insight into the radial
structure of the streamer-head emission.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MOTIVATION AND STRATEGY
ADOPTED FOR THE MODELLING

In this work, we have carefully analyzed experimental
data obtained in two different streamer-discharge setups. We
applied the TC-SPC technique on the negative corona
Trichel pulses41 and barrier discharges42 both in atmospheric

pressure air and the synchronous developments of the SPS
and FNS emissions for positive streamers were recorded and
analyzed. Their ratio was computed and according to the
simple kinetic scheme19,32,41 the corresponding electric field
development was determined for a selected coordinate of
tens of micrometers dimension.

The experimental setup for the measurements on Trichel
pulse of negative corona discharge streamer was the same as
the one used in Ref. 41. It consisted of a grounded cathode
with a tip curvature of 190 lm and a positive dc voltage
(þ7.8 kV) connected plate, both made of stainless steel with
a gap of 7 mm. This setup resulted in pulses with a frequency
of approximately 200 kHz and a current amplitude reaching
4 mA. A single shot of the breakdown event is shown in
Figure 1. For the case of streamer measurements in asymmet-
ric barrier discharge (one metallic electrode and the other
covered by dielectrics42), the setup was the following: The
applied sinusoidal voltage has amplitude of 11 kVp – p (the
metal electrode was powered, while the dielectric electrode
grounded) and the frequency of 60 kHz. As a dielectrics, an
alumina of 96% purity was used and the discharge gap was
1 mm. The spatial resolution of spectroscopic measurements
was not worse than 50 lm. In both setups, the air flow was of
300 sccm. The current pulses for both discharge setups are
shown in Figure 2. The barrier discharge current was meas-
ured by current probe CT-1 of Tektronix and the Trichel
pulse current was measured as a voltage on 50 X resistor con-
nected to the cathode and grounded through the oscilloscope.
The typical step on the current leading edge in the Trichel
pulse is enlarged in Figure 2(b), where selected current re-
cording for higher applied voltage of þ8 kV is presented.

The spatio-temporal highly resolved emission was
recorded by detection system based on TC-SPC. The use of
the hydrodynamic equilibrium approximation by measure-
ments with such a high temporal and spatial resolution was
justified by computation of collisional frequencies for

FIG. 1. Intensified CCD single-shot image of the positive streamer break-
down in the cathode-sheath of the negative corona Trichel pulse at atmos-
pheric pressure air, see also Ref. 41. The 10 lm wide red slit depicts the area
for the temporally resolved FNS and SPS signal detection, as shown in Fig. 3.
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momentum and energy dissipation as well as the mean free
path and the energy dissipation length in Ref. 41.
For selected spatial coordinate, the TC-SPC method substi-
tutes the real-time emission-measurement of the discharge
event by a statistically averaged determination of cross-
correlation function between two optical signals, both origi-
nating from the same source. These are the so-called “main
signal” (spatially and spectrally resolved single photon, the
actual detection of the streamer emission) and the
“synchronizing signal” (integral light intensity pulse of the
microdischarge-event which gives the time-reference). The
time between the detections of these signals is measured.
Consequently, time histograms of counted photons for all
spatial positions of the discharge are accumulated.
Typically, from 1 ! 106 million discharge events a few tens
of thousands of photons was detected for single spatial
coordinate. At the same time, the ratio 100/1 (synchronizing
to main signal ratio) is also the statistical condition for TC-
SPC method to provide good reconstruction of the recorded
periodical event. The TC-SPC detection instrument consists
of a time correlated single photon counting module
(Becker&Hickl SPS-150) and two high-sensitive photomulti-
pliers (Hamamatsu PMC-100–4) combined with a spectrome-
ter (Acton SpectraPro-500).42 The temporal resolution was 12
ps, which is the technical division of used TC-SPC memory
box. The temporal precision of the setup was verified by recon-
structing the signal of high-frequency ps-pulsed laser (BHL-
150 from Becker&Hickl). The ICCD image was taken by
nanosecond gated camera (DiCam Pro 25 SVGA from PCO
Imaging) via a far-field microscope (Questar QM 100BK7).

In Figure 3, experimentally obtained FNS and SPS time-
resolved emissions of the positive streamer in negative co-
rona Trichel pulse in atmospheric pressure air are shown.
They were collected from the red-marked area as shown in
Figure 1. The kinetic scheme presented in Refs. 19, 32, and
41 results in the following equation:

IFNS=sFNS
ef f þ dIFNS=dt

ISPS=sSPS
ef f þ dISPS=dt

#
sFNS

ef f

sSPS
ef f

¼ RFNS=SPS Eð Þ (1)

where the letter I denotes the highly resolved measured light
intensity of the given radiative state in the streamer. seff is
denoting the effective lifetimes and these are given in Ref.
43 and computed from the data in Refs. 43–45. The

dependency RFNS/SPS on the electric field E was estimated
experimentally from the emission of the non-self-sustaining
Townsend discharge with known applied voltage and electrode
gap. This was measured in single-table setup for identical pa-
rameters and adjustments of the detecting device as for the re-
cording of streamer emission. Furthermore, spatially resolved
spectra were taken with spatial resolution of 10 lm and the
intensities of the FNS signal were corrected on the overlap
with the neighboring spectral band of SPS (transition 2–5).

The development of the electric field strength was deter-
mined and its normalized value is shown in Fig. 3 as well. It
is important to note that the primary objective of this work is
to investigate mutual delays between the occurrence of the
electric field maximum and the optical emissions maxima.
The discussion on the absolute magnitude of the electric field
determined from the optical emissions is out of scope of the
present paper. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that the maxima of
the FNS and SPS emissions are delayed differently with
respect to the determined electric field maximum, by 160 ps
and 220 ps, for FNS and SPS, respectively. Converting these
plots using the propagation velocity of the streamer into the
spatial structure of the streamer head, one can obtain a pic-
ture similar to that shown in Ref. 15, where it is described as
the excitation rate maximum shift. Emissions presented in

FIG. 2. Typical current-pulse measurements of the barrier discharge (a) and the negative corona Trichel pulse breakdown (b) at atmospheric pressure air.

FIG. 3. Experimentally obtained FNS and SPS signals of positive streamer
in its early stage together with determined electric field development for
Trichel pulse in negative corona discharge.41 Delays of the FNS and SPS
signals maxima to the electric field maximum are denoted. The uncertainty
of the obtained delay values is not worse than 620 ps.
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Setup	for	corona	and	calibration4
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for the E/N determination in TP discharge. DC: direct current
power supply; PMT: photomultiplier; CFD: constant fraction discriminator; TAC: time-to-
amplitude converter; ADC: analog-to-digital converter.

be found elsewhere [22], we give only a brief description here: This method substitutes the
real-time measurement of the discharge event by a statistically averaged determination of
the cross-correlation function between two optical signals, both originating from the same
source - the discharge. These two signals are the so-called ‘main signal’ (spectrally resolved
single photon from the spatial coordinate of interest, detected by PMT#1 in Fig. 1) and
the ‘synchronizing signal’ (integral light intensity pulse of the whole micro-discharge event
giving the reference in time, detected by PMT#2). The time between detections of these two
signals is measured. Consequently, the accumulation of several thousands of counted photons
forms a time histogram for each spatial position. Thus, the light emission of the discharge can
be reconstructed with high spatiotemporal resolution and with high sensitivity by determining
the time histogram at all desired positions of the discharge axis.

The discharge under investigation was a DC negative corona discharge in Trichel pulse
mode in atmospheric pressure air. The discharge was driven in synthetic air flow of 250 sccm
(where sccm denotes cubic centimeter per minute at standard temperature and pressure). Here,
we used a grounded stainless steel needle with 240µm curvature. The applied voltage on
the plate was 6.8 kV and the mutual distance between the sharp grounded cathode and the
positive plate was 7 mm. This setup resulted in self-pulsing negative corona discharge with a
frequency of approximately 60 kHz and average current peak amplitude and duration of 8 mA
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mentioned above, the electrons acted upon by the given electric field have to fulfil the local
field approximation. At the same time, the resolution of the recording device has to be high
enough to resolve the emission development smoothly to enable the differentiation procedure
of the measured emission curves [18].

Additionally, the following issue connected to the collisional quenching has to be taken
into account when dealing with the task of electric field strength determination from the ratio
of the FNS and SPS signal. The choice of the radiative and collisional quenching constants for
both excited states N2(C3⇧u) and N+

2 (B2⌃+
u ) affects the result as the FNS/SPS ratio depends

directly on the effective lifetimes [17, 72]. In this work we used the set of Dilecce et al. [72]
for the FNS case and sets of Dilecce and Valk et al. for the SPS case [71, 73]. Applying
different sets (see the overview in [17, 73]) can result in electric fields differing by factor of
two.

Figure 11: Dependence of the ratio RFNS/SPS = f(E/N) as determined in [45] (dotted line),
measured points of this work (circles) and shifted dependence for use in this work (full line).

Using TC-SPC, we recorded the emission from the non-self-sustained Townsend
discharge with a given reduced electric field strength values as in [45]. The result of the
calibration curve is shown in Fig. 11 together with the calibration curve from [45], which is:

RFNS/SPS(E/N) = 46 · 0.065 · exp[�89(E/N)�0.5 � 402(E/N)�1.5] (13)

In [45], the integral SPS and FNS intensities of the selected spectral bands were measured.
In our case however, we were limited by the overload of the PMTs in single-photon counting
mode. Thus, we took only a slice of the band at the band head (391.5 or 337.1 nm, see
Fig. 12a)) in accordance with [22]. Note that these measurements using the TC-SPC method
were at the limit of this method as we were compelled to record the emission of the low
intensity Townsend discharge and the short and bright streamer discharge emissions for
identical settings. To reduce the light intensity we used the spectral slice selection of the
width of 0.17 nm centerred at the given band head wavelength (391.5 and 337.1 nm).

As the rotational structure of the molecular spectral band can differ for different stages
of the streamer discharge (different electric fields) the repopulation of the states will change
the intensity structure of the band. Thus, also the contribution to the detected signal at the
selected wavelength interval/slice taken into account will change with respect to the integral
band intensity. We compared the (temporally unresolved) experimental spectra of the corona
discharge for integral intensity and the slice selection and obtained a deviation factor of
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Figure 14: Reduced electric field strength distribution during the negative corona TP streamer-
breakdown. Atmospheric pressure air gas, steel electrode with 240µm curvature, applied
voltage of 6.8 kV on the gap of 7 mm resulted in TPs with 60 kHz of self-pulsing frequency.

moves towards the anode. After the impact of the positive streamer, i.e. for times up to 205 ns
in Fig. 14 and further, the electric field increases and stabilises below 1500 Td at most. The
cathode layer is created (also called ‘negative glow’ [46]). Nevertheless, the following fact
has to be taken into account. The area is pre-ionized and thus the contribution of the stepwise
processes to the excitation mechanism of FNS radiative state is enhanced. From this point of
view, these electric field values are with high uncertainty.

In comparison to the present results above, the peak value of the reduced electric field
strength at the streamer impact in the previous study in [24] were much higher. To explain
this discrepancy the following effects have to be considered. Already the starting conditions
in [24] were different. The peak Laplacian field generated by the steel electrode of the 190µm
curvature used in [24] reaches values over 100 Td higher than in the current case with steel
electrode with 240µm curvature (see Fig. 2). Also the pre-ionized air conditions in the case
of the steel corona of 190µm curvature (the self-pulsing frequency was 200 kHz, compare to
the results in Fig. 4b)) are most probably responsible for the fact, that the FNS radiative state
was not populated dominantly by the direct electron impact but also via stepwise processes
and artificially increasing the FNS signal. This contributed to the higher FNS/SPS ratio and
thus to seemingly higher electric field in the TP discharge. And finally, due to the larger
dimension of the TP discharge here, the selected resolution was 20µm, not 10µm. This
lower resolution could also contribute to the lower electric field value measured here in the
region of the streamer impacting the surface, as recently shown [8]. Such topics are subject
of our further investigations.

Our numerical simulations as well as computational investigations by others [34–36]
predicted similar results for the reduced electric field strengths of about 600 Td for early
stage streamers approaching the surface and around 2000 Td for the field in contact with
the surface as our measurements. However, for more developed streamers interacting with
metallic surface of the cathode, the reduced electric field strengths were computed to be much
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a) b)

c)

Figure 6: SPS a), SPS enlarged b) and FNS c) high-resolution TC-SPC recordings of the TP
breakdown for setup of steel electrode with 240µm curvature. Note the different x, t scales.

a) b)

Figure 7: TPs current train a) and the single current pulse b) for setup with steel electrode
with 240µm curvature.

As the light intensity increases rapidly, the positive streamer breakdown happens and
the current pulse is generated. In Fig. 7, a typical Trichel pulse train is shown together
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a) b)

c)

Figure 6: SPS a), SPS enlarged b) and FNS c) high-resolution TC-SPC recordings of the TP
breakdown for setup of steel electrode with 240µm curvature. Note the different x, t scales.

a) b)

Figure 7: TPs current train a) and the single current pulse b) for setup with steel electrode
with 240µm curvature.

As the light intensity increases rapidly, the positive streamer breakdown happens and
the current pulse is generated. In Fig. 7, a typical Trichel pulse train is shown together
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5

and approximately 20 ns, respectively. The current waveforms were measured on the cathode
side. The negative point was grounded via the coaxial cable (to prevent signal oscillations)
and via a 50⌦ resistor connected to the input of the oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 4104, 1GHz,
5GS/s), where the voltage was measured.

The non-self-sustained Townsend discharge was used as the reference for the
determination of the reduced electric field strength by means of the emission intensity ratio
of FNS and SPS, i.e. RFNS/SPS = f(E/N), similar as in [24]. This was done using the
same discharge chamber as in [45] with DC applied voltage and irradiation of the cathode
by a continuous UV lamp (wavelength 253.8 nm). The ratio RFNS/SPS = f(E/N) was
determined from the known applied voltage at a selected electrode gap for given air pressure
and from the measured nitrogen emissions. The different transmission constants TFNS and
TSPS (i.e. the different relative sensitivities of the detection system) were not necessary for
the E/N determination here. Instead of it, the calibration of the ratio RFNS/SPS = f(E/N)

for given spectroscopic detection setup and the measurements of the TP discharge were done
on a single-table setup by just changing the adjustable mirror between the two discharges
(see Fig. 1). Contrary to [45], the integral intensity of the whole SPS or FNS band was not
recorded, but only a part of the band head peak. This was necessary due to the overload of the
photomultipliers in the single photon counting mode for the SPS detection. It is discussed in
the next sections of this manuscript in more details.

Overview emission spectra and emission spectra of selected bands of the discharges were
taken through the same optical path as in the case of the main signal. At the output of the
monochromator however, the signal was not recorded by PMT#1 but by an iCCD camera
(4Picos, Stanford Computer Optics).

3. Charge accumulation in front of the cathode and high-resolution breakdown

recordings

The negative corona TP breakdown is started by a relatively long phase where the electric
field generated around the negative needle is almost Laplacian [24, 46]. There, the dominant
ionization process is characterised by the first Townsend ionization coefficient ↵. Here, we
start the analysis assuming a simple point-to-plain geometry with given DC voltage amplitude
and gas pressure. In order to obtain the axial dependence of the electric field E(x) on the
distance from the sharp electrode tip x the spatially two-dimensional axisymmetric model
of Dordizadeh et al. [44] was adapted for the point-to-plain geometry considered here. The
mathematical model comprising balance equations for positive and negative ions and electrons
as well as the Poisson equation for determination of the space charge field was solved
numerically by means of COMSOL Multiphysics R� [47].

The reduced electric fields obtained with and without taking into account the residual
space charges between subsequent Trichel pulses are given in Fig. 2. In accordance with [49]
it is found that the residual space charge leads to a slight decrease of the electric field strength
close to the cathode. Note that the reduced electric field at the electrode tip reaches more than
800 Td for the given conditions, where 1Td = 10�21 Vm2 [50].
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Fig. 3 were measured close to the electrically highly stressed
region in needle-cathode vicinity where the velocity of the
streamer was approx. 6! 104 ms"1. The FNS and SPS radi-
ally integrated light emissions were collected from identical
position through a slit of 10 lm width in axial direction. The
experimentally obtained radius of the streamer is 20 6 4 lm,
which was estimated as an average value from single-shot
ICCD images similar to Fig. 1. In our case, on its very short
path of about 90 lm the streamer is in its early stage of
development.

In the barrier discharge setup, we observed the same
delay phenomena for the FNS and SPS streamer emissions.
Moreover, due to the larger electrode gap of 1 mm, we could
observe a change in the delay duration as a function of the
distance of the streamer head to the cathode. We describe
this phenomenon for early-stage streamer emissions as a dil-
atation of emission delay. In Fig. 4, the results on the delay
dilatation measurements in different stages of streamer de-
velopment are shown. In Fig. 4(a), the spatio-temporal devel-
opment of the SPS signal generated by the positive streamer
in the inter-electrode gap of barrier discharge is shown. At
the coordinate x¼ 0.4 mm and t¼ 16 ns, the streamer starts
close to the metal anode and propagates towards the dielec-
tric cathode with increasing velocity. At the spatio-temporal
coordinate “black,” the SPS signal maximum is measured
and its delay value behind the electric field is taken as a ref-
erence for the delays measured in latter stages of the
streamer development. Thus, the delay dilatation “black” is
set to be equal zero in Fig. 4(b). The dilatation of the delay
parameter is longer in latter stages of the streamer develop-
ment. Spatio-temporally localized measurements were taken
in “green,” “red,” and “blue” coordinates and the further
change of the delay parameter of the SPS signal is shown in
Fig. 4(b). This delay dilatation is approx. þ50 and þ70 ps

for the “red” and “blue” coordinates, respectively. At the
same time, the increase of the SPS signal intensity maximum
for given coordinates is shown. To summarize: it is obvious
that in the latter stage of the streamer development the
streamer head SPS emission is more intense with a longer
dilatation of the delay.

It is important to note that many parameters may influ-
ence streamer characteristics and thus the delays. For exam-
ple, as key parameters, we can mention the repetition
frequency of the discharge,46–48 the electrode setup geome-
try, and the air pressure. Indeed, under transient luminous
event conditions in upper atmosphere the emission delays
are expected to be observable as well.17 As delays in emis-
sion maxima and the dilatation of the delays occur for sev-
eral streamer discharge conditions in air, in this work, as a
first step, we have chosen to study them theoretically with a
2D model case of an air streamer discharge generated in the
vicinity of a high voltage spherical electrode immersed into
an external homogeneous electric field.

III. STREAMER MODEL

In order to investigate delays in optical emissions, we
have simulated the propagation of positive streamer in 2D
axi-symmetric geometry in air at atmospheric pressure using
drift-diffusion equations for electrons, positive, and negative
ions coupled with Poisson’s equation49

@tn e " $ % ðn eleEÞ " $ % ðDe$n eÞ ¼ Sph þ Sþe " S"e ;

@tn p ¼ Sph þ Sþp " S"p ;

@tn n ¼ Sþn " S"n ; (2)

!0$2/ ¼ "q eðn p " n n " n eÞ; (3)

where subscripts “e,” “p,” and “n” refer to electrons, positive,
and negative ions, respectively, n i is the number density of
species i, / is the electric potential, E ¼ "$/ is the electric
field, De and le are the electron diffusion coefficient and the
absolute value of electron mobility, q e is the absolute value of
electron charge, and !0 is permittivity of free space. The Sþi
and S"i terms stand for the rates of production and loss of
charged particles. The Sph term is the rate of electron-ion pair
production due to photoionization in a gas volume. Reaction
rates and transport coefficients for air are assumed to be func-
tions of the local reduced electric field E/N, where E ¼ jEj is
the electric field magnitude and N¼ 2.688! 1025 m"3 is the
air neutral density. The transport and source parameters are
taken from Ref. 50. The photoionization is taken into account
through the 3-Group SP3 method derived by Refs. 51 and 52.
Note that on timescales of interest for this work, ions are con-
sidered motionless. Positive streamer is initiated by placing a
Gaussian plasma cloud with a peak density of 1018 m–3 and a
characteristic length scale 10–4 m. A set of preliminary test
runs have been performed with different initial Gaussian
clouds to check that the Gaussian cloud used in this work has
no influence on the streamer propagation. Note that this is in
accordance with Ref. 53, where it was stated that streamers
initiated from an initial germ of relatively dense plasma attain
similar characteristics to those initiated by single electron

FIG. 4. Experimentally obtained SPS signal of positive streamer propagating
towards dielectric cathode in barrier discharge arrangement42 with depicted
coordinates for the estimation of the delay dilatation (a). The dilatation of
the delay ddelay as well as the increase of the emitted intensity of the SPS
signal from the streamer head is shown in part (b).
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(a)

(b )

Figure 1. A photo of the discharge cell with an asymmetric
electrode arrangement (a). The stainless steel electrode is placed at
the bottom, the alumina covered electrode is at the top. Electrode
arrangements for all investigated BDs are shown on the right (b).

asymmetric electrode arrangements date back to the last two
decades of the 20th century [4, 5, 9, 10]. The authors of these
papers provided a general description of the MD mechanism.
However, some limitations of the experimental technique did
not allow them to perform a detailed study of the different BD
configurations.

In this paper, we report our recent experimental results on
the MD development in an asymmetric electrode configuration
obtained by means of the CCS technique and we compare these
results with the corresponding CCS measurements data for
the symmetric electrode arrangement [6] and for the coplanar
barrier discharge (CBD, schematically pictured in figure 1) [7],
in order to achieve a better understanding of the influence of
electrode properties upon the mechanism of MD evolution.

2. Experimental setup and procedure

The experimental setup consists of the discharge cell (see
figure 1(a)), power supply, gas flow system and diagnostic
equipment. For imaging single MDs, an iCCD camera
(DiCAM Pro) was used. The spatio-temporal distributions
of the MD luminosity for selected wavelengths were recorded
by means of the CCS technique. The CCS method allows one

to substitute the real-time measurement of the discharge event
by a statistically averaged determination of cross-correlation
function between two optical signals, both originating from
the same source. These two signals are the so-called ‘main
signal’ (spatially and spectrally resolved single photon) and
the ‘synchronizing signal’ (integral light intensity pulse of
the MD event). The time between the detections of these
signals is measured. Consequently, a time histogram of
counted photons for all positions is accumulated. The CCS
technique is described in detail elsewhere [2, 8]. The CCS
instrument consists of a time correlated single photon counting
module (Becker&Hickl SPS-150) and two high-sensitive
photomultipliers (Hamamatsu PMC-100-4) combined with
a monochromator (Acton SpectraPro-500). Experimental
conditions for the investigation of the asymmetric BD are
very close to those ones used earlier for the symmetric BD
[6] and for the CBD [7]. However, the following slight
differences should be mentioned. The BDs in the asymmetric
electrode arrangement were operated in dry air (flow rate
300 sccm), for the symmetric BD and CBD synthetic air
(flow rate of 500 sccm) was used. All BDs were driven
by means of a sinusoidal high voltage between two semi-
spherical electrodes (volume discharges) or electrodes in
the coplanar configuration. The electrodes in the CBD
arrangements are embedded into the dielectric. Therefore, the
MD in the CBD develops on and above the dielectric surface
(figure 1(b)). The applied voltage in the case of asymmetric
BD was 11 kVp–p (the metal electrode was powered, while
the dielectric electrode grounded), 15 kVp–p in the case of
symmetric BD and 24 kVp–p in the CBD. Despite different
applied voltage values, all discharges operated in a mode,
where mostly one MD appeared during one half-period of
feeding voltage. For the asymmetric BD, the voltage frequency
was 60 kHz, for symmetric BD and CBD 10 kHz. In all cases,
an alumina dielectric of 96% purity was used and the discharge
gap was 1 mm (figure 1(b)). The CCS measurements for
asymmetric BD in both polarities were performed with a spatial
resolution of 0.05 mm. In the case of symmetric BD and CBD,
the spatial resolution was 0.1 mm.

3. Experimental results and discussion

To visualize the MD development, the spatio-temporal
distributions of the radiation intensities of the 0–0 transitions
of the first negative (FNS, λ = 391.5 nm) and second positive
(SPS, λ = 337.14 nm) systems of molecular nitrogen were
recorded for all the BD types being considered. The radiation
kinetics of these spectral indicators in air at atmospheric
pressure is determined by the following elementary processes
[2, 11]: direct excitation (1), (2), spontaneous radiation (3), (4)
and collisional quenching (5), (6).
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!"FA !nm" = − 1.87!9" # 10−5E3 + 8.8!3" # 10−4E2

+ 1.4!2" # 10−3E + 0.1316!5" , !1"

!"FA !nm" = − 1.06!3" # 10−5E3 + 5.95!8" # 10−4E2

+ 2.5!7" # 10−4E + 0.1479!2" . !2"

Examples of a typical $ polarized spectra of He I 492.19 nm
line recorded in the DBD at two pressures are shown in Fig.
2. Allowed line !2p 1P0−4d1D" and its forbidden component
!2p 1P0−4f 1F" are fitted with pseudo-Voight profiles in order

to estimate peak-to-peak distance according to which the
electric field is determined !peak-to-peak method". Percent-
age of Gauss and Lorentz profiles in the fitted function is the
same as in the instrumental profile. By analyzing the figure,
one can conclude that the line profile at higher pressure is
broader and more asymmetric. The origin of the line broad-
ening and asymmetricity is the overlapping of shifted spec-
tral lines emitted by atoms placed at various positions in the
discharge electric field. Namely, radiation from the central
region of the discharge, projected onto entrance slit, in-
cludes, besides the radiation from the required region, also
radiation from nearby regions in which electric field is dif-
ferent. Therefore, pseudo-Voight is only an approximate fit-
ting function for the line profile which we used to estimate
peaks of forbidden and allowed lines. More tedious analyses

FIG. 3. Electric field distributions in DBD in helium obtained using peak-
to-peak method at two different pressures. !a" Using He I 492.19 nm line.
!b" Using He I 447.15 nm line.

FIG. 4. Electric field distributions in DBD in helium obtained by using F /A
method at two different pressures using He I 492.19 nm line.

FIG. 1. !a" One period of applied voltage of DBD in helium. !b" The current
I, applied voltage Uapp and gap voltage Ugap oscillograms.

FIG. 2. Typical $ polarized spectra of the He I 492.1 nm line and its for-
bidden counterpart. Discharge conditions: !a" 200 mbar and Ugap=490 V;
!b" 800 mbar and Ugap=670 V.
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theory is used ~see, e.g., Ref. 15!. Here we followed the
classical work by Foster16 to calculate the displacements of
the Stark sublevels of the He I 492.1 nm (2p 1P0-4d 1D),
447.1 nm (2p 3P0-4d 3D) and 402.6 nm (2p 3P0-5d 3D)
lines and their forbidden components (2p 1P0-4 f 1F),
(2p 3P0-4 f 3F0), and (2p 3P0-5 f 3F0), respectively, in
the electric field ranging from 0 to 20 kV/cm ~in the original
paper16 energy sublevels displacements were calculated in 10
kV/cm steps!. For these calculations, helium energy levels
are taken from Martin.17 As an example, the results for the
447.1 nm line ~in wavelength units! are given in Fig. 1. For
further analysis we concentrate here to the p(Dm50) com-
ponents which are usually stronger and easier to measure
than s(Dm561) components. The mutual wavelength
separation DlAF of p components of allowed and forbidden
line are calculated in 1 kV steps and the results ~see Fig. 2!
are fitted by polynomial best fits with correlation factor bet-
ter than 0.9999. Here, for electric field ranging from 0 to 20
kV/cm, we neglected splitting of the common lower energy
level for all three lines and their forbidden components.
From Figs. 1 and 2 ~see data for the 402.6 nm line! it is clear
that, within investigated range of electric field strengths,
Stark components arising from transitions between sublevels
with magnetic quantum numbers m50 and m51 of both
allowed and forbidden lines are practically unresolvable with
our spectral resolution. Therefore, with the polarizer
mounted with its axis parallel to the external field, only one
allowed and one forbidden p component are detected. Thus,
to evaluate separation DlAF ~in nm! between corresponding
lines we have taken an average value for the mupper
50!m lower50 and mupper51!m lower51 displacements
and obtained results are fitted with following polynoms ~see
also Fig. 2!:
3rd order for the He I 492.1 nm:

DlAF521.87~9 !•1025•E318.8~3 !•1024•E11.4~2 !

•1023•E10.1316~5 !, ~1!

3rd order for the He I 447.1 nm:

DlAF521.06~3 !•1025•E315.95~8 !•1024•E2
12.5~7 !•1024•E10.1479~2 !, ~2!

4th order for the He I 402.6 nm:

DlAF51.9~2 !•1026•E429.8~7 !•1025•E311.86~9 !

•1023•E222.6~4 !•1023•E10.0638~6 !, ~3!

where E is the electric field strength in kV/cm. In addition,
this averaging can be justified by the fact that mupper
50!m lower50 and mupper51!m lower51 components of
both allowed and forbidden lines are approximately of the
same intensity.16

In order to test Eqs. ~1!–~3! we performed an experiment
in helium–hydrogen mixture where electric field strengths
are independently determined from the shape of Hb(p) pro-
file @see Eq. ~14! in Ref. 10# at various positions along the
CFR of our discharge. At the same positions ~same electric
field strengths! DlAF for the He I lines are determined and
the results are given in Fig. 2. If one takes into account errors

FIG. 1. The calculated sublevel displacements ~in wavelength units! of
4d 3D and 4 f 3F helium energy levels, which are the upper levels of the He
I 447.1 nm allowed and its forbidden line, respectively.

FIG. 2. The polynomial best fits of the calculated wavelength separation
DlAF of p components of the 402.6 nm line and its forbidden line: mupper
50!m lower50 transition ~dashed line!, mupper51!m lower51 transition
~dotted line! and average between m50 and m51 displacements, Eq. ~3!
~solid line!. For the 492.1 nm and 447.1 lines only average values @solid
lines, Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, respectively# are given. The results ~scattered graphs!
of the experimental testing of Eqs. ~1!–~3!, obtained by measuring DlAF for
all three He I lines vs electric field strength determined from the p shape of
Hb profile in helium–hydrogen mixture, are also given.

FIG. 3. Typical p polarized spectra of the He I 447.1 nm line and its
forbidden line, recorded at several distances z from the cathode surface of
Grimm GDS operating in pure helium. Discharge parameters: 128 Pa, 20
mA, 1500 V. Unshifted peak denoted with f f ~field-free! is emitted from the
plasma protruding through the observation slot.

1522 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 70, No. 12, 24 March 1997 M. M. Kuraica and N. Konjević
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Electric field development in g-mode RF APGD in helium 3
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Figure 1. Scheme of experimental set-up. G – 13.56 MHz generator, O – oscilloscope
LeCroy WaveRunner 6100A, �1 – monochromator JY HR-640, TCPSC – time correlated
single photon counter BH SPC-150, �2 – Horiba FHR-1000 spectrometer with CCD. The
curvatures in the zoomed figure are largely exaggerated.

atmospheric pressure. A gas flow of 200 sccm was kept constant during the measurements
using a membrane pump. The discharge gap was 2 mm. The harmonic 13.56 MHz signal
was generated by a function generator (Agilent 33220A) and amplified with RF power
amplifier (Hüttinger TIS 0.5/13560). Electrical parameters were monitored by a digital
storage oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6100A). The use of hemispherical electrodes
decreased the voltage needed for a-g mode transition. The amplitudes of voltage and current
were 240 V and 0.6 A, respectively.

The vacuum chamber was equipped with quartz windows for optical diagnostics. A
glass polarizer introduced into the optical path extracted the light polarized in the direction
of the interelectrode axis. A spatial resolution of the optical measurements was achieved by
projecting the discharge by a quartz lens onto a 20 mm slit, with optical fibre located beyond
it. The slit was located at the position of the maximum intensity of He I 492.2 nm line at the
driven electrode. Temporally resolved optical emission spectroscopy was performed by the
method of time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). The light collected by optical
fibre was first spectrally resolved (Jobin Yvon HR-640, grating 1200 gr/mm, instrumental
FWHM 0.075 nm) and then analyzed by a single photon counter (Becker & Hickl SPC-
150) with a photomultiplier working in a photon counting mode (PMC-100-4). Arrivals of
individual photons were correlated with the RF signal, taken from the function generator,
with a temporal resolution of 0.8 ns. The monochromator scanned slowly over the spectral
profile at 492.2 nm with a step of 0.02 nm. Temporally unresolved optical emission spectra
were recorded by Horiba FHR-1000 spectrometer (grating 2400 gr/mm, instrumental FWHM
0.005 nm, CCD detector).

3. Results and discussions

Temporally unresolved spectral profiles of He I 492.2 nm line measured with the CCD at
varied RF power at the driven electrode are displayed in figure 2. The measured profiles
consist of uncommonly broad allowed (2 1P – 4 1D) and forbidden (2 1P – 4 1F) helium line.
Time averaging and limited space resolution led to inclusion of components from different
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Figure 5. Time-development of electric field strength at the driven electrode obtained from
the fit of forbidden and field-free component. Solid and the dotted line denote the applied
RF voltage development and the development of intensity integrated over the spectral profile,
respectively.

fitting parameters while the field strength is directly obtained from the fit. In this case, the
shifted allowed line is excluded from the fitting domain (see figure 4).

Whereas the width of the ff component obtained from fitting agrees with value calculated
from expected broadening mechanisms and instrumental width (⇡ 0.1 nm), the forbidden
component is much wider than expected (⇡ 0.3 nm). Since this suggests, that the forbidden
line still contains light emission from regions with various electric fields, the electric field
strengths obtained from the fit should be taken only as an average value of the field in the
cathode sheath.

The time-development of electric field strength, determined from the fits of the time
resolved spectral profiles, together with the development of He I 492.2 nm line intensity and
applied RF voltage is shown in figure 5. The electric field time development has almost a
rectangular shape reaching 32 kV/cm. The field is slightly higher at the beginning and the end
of the sheath formation, what can be seen from the two maxima appearing in the forbidden
line time development (see figure 3 b)). As mentioned, large broadening of the forbidden line
introduces an uncertainty in the field determination and implies a presence of a wider range of
the electric field strengths. Since the field strengths of ⇡ 30 kV/cm shown here should be taken
as average field values inside the cathode sheath, the maximum field strength at the cathode
is expected to be at least twice higher, E & 60 kV/cm. The large width of the forbidden line
also did not allow the measurement of the electric field lower than about 10 kV/cm.

A direct comparison of the measured electric field with the results of previous numerical
modelling as in [6] is not possible due to a large difference in current density. The time-
averaged electric field at the driven electrode, calculated from the presented time-resolved
electric field development (figure 5), is 11.3 kV/cm. This value was obtained as the time
average of the measured field over the whole voltage period with assumed zero field outside
the measured time interval. On the other hand, the electric field of 6 kV/cm, averaged in time



Summary

• The	principles	and	technical	realization	of	the	
TCSPC	technique	were	introduced

• The	measured	fluorescence	from	the	
atomic/molecular	transitions	was	followed	
back	to	its	origin

• Selected	examples	of	quantitative	high-
resolution	spectroscopy	were	presented


